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Welcome to 'The Outland Chronicles Compilation #1'. A collection of Patch 1.01 to Patch 1.05. Within 
these pages you will find all the information that is available for free at 
http://www.wargamevault.com/browse/pub/11194/Shades-Of-Chaos-Games.

In 5 short updates we have managed to introduce, 4 new missions, countless short stories, 5 Special 
Characters and 30 new Abilities/Special Actions....and we have only just started!!!! 2018 is already going 
to be packed and we will continue to cram as much as we can into future 'FREE' update.
Thanks for support.
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Abilities and Special Actions allow for greater character development. Over Patch 1.01 to Patch 1.05 we 
have added 30 new Abilities. At the end of each game/mission/battle you will be able to purchase new 
Abilities and Special Actions/Skill for each model that took part in the game. You can only purchase 1 
Ability/Special Action per model-per End Phase.

NAME:- This is the name of the Ability/Special Action.

PRICE/COST:- The amount of credits to will cost to learn this Ability/Special Action. 

TYPE:- Each Ability/Special Action will fall under 3 different sub-sections. Passive, Special Action or 
OTHER. Each of the new sub-sections is explained below. It will also inform you if the Ability/Special 
Action can be used by the Active Or Reactive Player.  

PASSIVE:- A 'Passive' ability is always in active/play. For example:- The ability
'Nimble' (character is never affected by difficult ground) is always in active/play. 

SPECIAL ACTION:- A 'Special Action' usually requires a Skill Check or Dice Roll. 
For example:- The Ability 'Revive' requires the model to make a skill check dice

 roll of 5+ to succeed.

OTHER:- A skill or Action that doesn't fit into PASSVISE/SPECIAL ACTIONS and usually
 based on more campaign/long term gameplay. For example:- FITNESS ' The models 
base Health Points are increased by +1'. This is a 'OTHER' ability as it is not a Passive in game 
ability and it does not require a Special Action Skill Check. Fitness will apply to
the character for all of it's campaign games.

DESCRIPTION:- Explains the Ability/Special Action, what it does, what you need to do and how it works.

REQUIREMENTS:- Some 'Abilities/Special Actions' will need a prerequisite 'Skill or Ability' before you can 
learn the new 'Ability'. This will not effect the current gameplay and has been included for (maybe) 
future use. For example:- A future 'Pistol Training (Advanced)' Ability/Special Action would require the 
character to already have 'Pistol Training (Basic)'. If the character does not have 'Pistol Training (Basic)' 
then you would not be able to purchase/upgrade to 'Pistol Training (Advanced)'.
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MIN LEVEL:- To be able to purchase/upgrade the new ability, the character model must meet the 
minimum level required. For example the ability 'Pistol Training (basic)' requires the character to be a 
minimum (2 or higher) level 2. 

NOTES:- This section is for any other information that you will need to know.

NAME 51. STOCKPILE: ‘You can NEVER have enough FIREPOWER’ 

PRICE/COST 400 Credits 

TYPE OTHER

DESCRIPTION A character model with ‘Stockpile’ can now carry an additional 1x 2 handed range 
weapon or 2x 1handed ranged weapon. 

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 1

NOTES This ability can only be taken once per Character.

NAME 52.Barrage SMG (Basic).
 ‘Sometimes its just worth it…..to kill that fucker’ 

PRICE/COST 400 Credits 

TYPE Special Action: No Skill Test: Active Player Only: Once per Battle/Mission.

DESCRIPTION The Active Player must declare 'Barrage SMG' before using this Special Action.
A Character Model with ‘Barrage SMG’ must use all of its existing Action Dice to 
fire its SMG at a single target. For each additional Action Dice spent will increase 
the ‘Burst’ by +1. In addition to this, every successful ‘To Hit’ has a chance to 
wound the target. For example:- A model declares it is using ‘Barrage SMG’. This 
cost 1 Action Dice. The model has 3 Action Dice so the remaining 2 Action Dice 
will increase the ‘Burst’ +1  for each dice spent. An SMG with Burst (3) will now 
have Burst (5)+ any other modifiers that increase the ‘Burst’. The model rolls 5 ‘To 
Hit’ dice which results in 3 ‘Hits’. Roll for damage with the 1st successful ‘To Hit’ 
dice. If the result is a ‘Wound’ or not you can roll for damage on the 2nd ‘Hit’…and 
then for the 3rd ‘Hit’.

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 1

NOTES Can only used by the Active Player. Can only be used once per model per 
battle/mission. Can be Reacted against. CANNOT be used with any other 
ACTION/HEROIC ACTION/SPECIAL ACTION or PASSIVE ABILITY.
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NAME 53.Barrage Assault Rifle (Basic).

PRICE/COST 300 Credits 

TYPE Special Action: No Skill Test: Active Player Only: Once per Battle/Mission.

DESCRIPTION The Active Player must declare 'Barrage ASSAULT' before using this Special Action.
A Character Model with ‘Barrage Assault Rifle’ must use all of its existing Action 
Dice to fire its Assault Rifle at a single target For each additional Action Dice spent 
will increase the ‘Burst’ by +1. In addition to this, every successful ‘To Hit’ has a 
chance to wound the target. For example:- A model declares it is using ‘Barrage 
Assault Rifle’. This cost 1 Action Dice. The model has 3 Action Dice so the 
remaining 2 Action Dice will increase the ‘Burst’ +1  for each dice spent. An 
Assault Rifle with Burst (1) will now have Burst (3)+ any other modifiers that 
increase the ‘Burst’. The model rolls 3 ‘To Hit’ dice which results in 3 ‘Hits’. Roll for 
damage with the 1st successful ‘To Hit’ dice. If the result is a ‘Wound’ or not you 
can roll for damage on the 2nd ‘Hit’…and then for the 3rd ‘Hit’. 

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 1

NOTES Can only used by the Active Player. Can only be used once per model per 
battle/mission. Can be Reacted against. CANNOT be used with any other 
ACTION/HEROIC ACTION/SPECIAL ACTION or PASSIVE ABILITY.

NAME 54.Grenade Training (Basic): This ability replaces '54. Grenade Expert'.

PRICE/COST 250 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active and Reactive Player only.

DESCRIPTION A Character Model with ‘Grenade Expert’ and making a Grenade Attack, can turn 
the Grenade token so the corner ‘1’ is facing a new direction if the ‘TO HIT’ roll 
was a scatter. 

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 1

NOTES Can be used by the Active and Reactive Player. CANNOT be used with 
'Heroic/Special Actions'.
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NAME 55. Lunge (Basic)

PRICE/COST 300 Credits 

TYPE Passive: Active Player Only

DESCRIPTION If when making a 'Normal Action: MOVE', and the Character ends it 'Normal 
Action: MOVE' within 2 inches of a Spice Crystal or Objective, the character can 
“Lunge” up to 2 inches to bring the Model into contact with the Spice 
Crystal/Objective. 

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 1

NOTES Can only be used by the Active Player. CANNOT be used with 'Heroic/Special 
Actions'. The Character will be liable for any Reactions after the “Lunge”. This 
Ability can only be used by the Active Player and the “Lunge” only applies if the 
Model can make base contact with the Spice Crystal. YOU CANNOT PICK UP THE 
CRYSTAL AS PART OF THE 'LUNGE' (to do so still costs 1 Action or Reaction Dice). 
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NAME 56. Covering Fire   (Basic)  ‘Doing the Figgis’ 

PRICE/COST 400 Credits 

TYPE Special Action 4+:  WILLPOWER cannot be used: Active Player Only

DESCRIPTION Firing shots wildly in all directions, a model with “Covering Fire” causes a 
distraction. The opposing team will duck down and find cover as bullets whizz in 
all directions. Any Friendly Models within 12” of a Model using “Covering Fire” 
can make 1 Normal Move Action for Free (up to that models normal “Move” 
value). This 'move' cannot bring the Model/s into base-to-base contact with any 
Hostile Model or within 3” of a Spice Crystal. The Model using this ability and any 
models that “Moved” as a result are NOT liable for Reactions. 

To use “Covering Fire”, declare that you intend to use the ability. Spend the 
Action Dice. Roll 1d6 (Willpower cannot be used). If the result is 3 or more then 
Special Action was successful. “Move” any friendly models affected.

If the result of the dice roll is 2, then the character using 'Covering Fire' 
accidentally shoots itself. Roll for Damage (DO NOT apply weapon Effects/ 
Conditions) and Armour Save as normal. Models can still Free Move as Normal.

If the result is a 1, then one of the stray bullets hits a friendly model within 12” of 
the model using “Covering Fire”. The unfortunate model can be picked by the 
opposing player. Roll for Damage (Effects/ Conditions apply) and Armour Save as 
normal. The model hit cannot make the Free Move Action.

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 1

NOTES Can only be used by the Active Player. CANNOT be used with 'Heroic/Special 
Actions'. The Character or friendly models used the Free 'Move' Action granted  
by 'Covering Fire' are not liable any Reactions. 
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NAME  57. I See YOU!!!  Overwatch (Basic)

PRICE/COST 700 Credits 

TYPE Special Action: No Skill Test: Active And Reactive Player

DESCRIPTION A Character model with “I See You!!!” can spend 1 Action Dice or 1 Reaction Dice 
to set themselves up on “Overwatch”. Any Hostile Model that ends a “Move” or a 
compulsory Move Action within line of sight and the Range of the weapon (Front 
Arc) used by the character model making the ‘I See YOU!!!’ can be targeted for a 
free Range Attack by the model in  “Overwatch”. However, the “TO HIT” dice roll 
is reduced by 1. For example, if the required “TO HIT” roll is normally 4+, the 
“Overwatch” “TO HIT” would be 5+. Note:- A Critical Hit is not an automatic 
wound. Once the Model has made the “Overwatch” “TO HIT” attack, then the 
ability is complete. 

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 1

NOTES Can only be used by the Active and Reactive Player. This Special Action is classed 
as an 'ACTION' and can be Reacted against. Player. CANNOT be used with 
'Heroic/Special Actions'. 
Willpower cannot be used to boost the “Overwatch” “TO Hit” dice roll. 
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NAME 58.  Infiltrator (Basic)

PRICE/COST 700 Credits 

TYPE OTHER: Any Character with this Ability. THIS IS A UNIQUE ABILITY AND CAN ONLY 
BE USED BY 1 “Deployed” Model from your Team 

DESCRIPTION A character model with “Infiltrator” and “Advanced Deployment” is not deployed 
in the normal way. When deploying your team, keep the model with “Advanced 
Deployment” and “Infiltrator” off the table. Once both teams are deployed, roll 
for Initiative as normal.

If you lose the Initiative, you can deploy the Model up to 12” from your 
deployment table edge. This cannot be within 6” of a Spice Crystal/ Objective. 
This model now acts as normal when activated.

If you win the Initiative DO NOT deploy this Model until all your Models have 
been Activated and all generated Action Dice have been used. You can now deploy 
this model up to 18” from your deployment table edge, but not within 6” of a 
Hostile Model or Spice Crystal/ Objective. Once deployed, activate the model as 
normal. For this Game Turn Only the model with “Infiltrator” will not generate 
“Reaction Dice” and cannot be reacted against, as the opposing Spice Hunters are 
taken aback from the surprise appearance. 

REQUIREMENTS Advanced Deployment

MIN LEVEL 2

NOTES THIS IS A UNIQUE ABILITY AND CAN ONLY BE USED BY 1 “Deployed” Model from 
your Team. If you have 2 or more character model with this ability you must 
declare which model is using the ability before deploying any of your Spice 
Hunters.
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NAME 59. Pistol Training (Basic)

PRICE/COST 100 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active Player Only

DESCRIPTION A character with 'Pistol Training (Basic)' can re-roll any 1s when making a Ranged 
'To Hit' roll and using a Pistol.

REQUIREMENTS Character must be using a 'Pistol' weapon when making the Ranged 'To Hit' roll.

MIN LEVEL 2

NOTES Can only be used by the Active Player. CANNOT be used with 'Heroic/Special 
Actions'.

NAME 60. SMG Training (Basic)

PRICE/COST 125 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active Player Only

DESCRIPTION A character with 'SMG Training (Basic)' can re-roll any 1s when making a Ranged 
'To Hit' roll and using a SMG.

REQUIREMENTS Character must be using a 'SMG' weapon when making the Ranged 'To Hit' roll.

MIN LEVEL 2

NOTES Can only be used by the Active Player. CANNOT be used with 'Heroic/Special 
Actions'.
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NAME 61. Combat Shotgun Training (Basic)

PRICE/COST 125 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active Player Only

DESCRIPTION A character with 'Combat Shotgun Training (Basic)' can re-roll any 1s when making 
a Ranged 'To Hit' roll and using a Combat Shotgun.

REQUIREMENTS Character must be using a 'Combat Shotgun' weapon when making the Ranged 
'To Hit' roll.

MIN LEVEL 2

NOTES Can only be used by the Active Player. CANNOT be used with 'Heroic/Special 
Actions'.

NAME 62. Assault Rifle Training (Basic)

PRICE/COST 145 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active Player Only

DESCRIPTION A character with 'Assault Rifle Training (Basic)' can re-roll any 1s when making a 
Ranged 'To Hit' roll and using a Assault Rifle.

REQUIREMENTS Character must be using a 'Assault Rifle' weapon when making the Ranged 'To Hit' 
roll.

MIN LEVEL 2

NOTES Can only be used by the Active Player. CANNOT be used with 'Heroic/Special 
Actions'.
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NAME 63. Sniper Rifle Training (Basic)

PRICE/COST 200 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active Player Only

DESCRIPTION A character with 'Sniper Rifle Training (Basic)' can re-roll any 1s when making a 
Ranged 'To Hit' roll and using a Sniper Rifle.

REQUIREMENTS Character must be using a 'Sniper Rifle' weapon when making the Ranged 'To Hit' 
roll.

MIN LEVEL 3

NOTES Can only be used by the Active Player. CANNOT be used with 'Heroic/Special 
Actions'.

NAME 64. Combat Firing Stance: Assault Rifle 

PRICE/COST 200 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active Player Only

DESCRIPTION As a character's 1st Action it may adopt the 'Combat Firing Stance: Assault Rifle'. 
The Active player must declare this ability before using it. 
The Active player can select a primary and secondary target. Both targets must be 
within range/LOS of the attacking model.
When marking a ranged 'To Hit' roll against the primary target and that 'To Hit' roll 
was unsuccessful, then the Active Player can make a 2nd 'To Hit' roll against the 
secondary target. However the 2nd 'To Hit' score required is increased by +1.

REQUIREMENTS Character must be using a 'Assault Rifle' weapon when making the Ranged 'To Hit' 
roll.

MIN LEVEL 4

NOTES Can only be used by the Active Player. CANNOT be used with 'Heroic/Special 
Actions'.
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NAME 65. Combat Firing Stance: SMG

PRICE/COST 200 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active and Reactive Player 

DESCRIPTION As a character's Action/Reaction it may adopt the 'Combat Firing Stance: SMG'. 
The Active player must declare this ability before using it. 
When marking a SMG ranged 'To Hit' against a Hostile Target that is 3 inches or 
less (LOS still applies) then all successful 'TO HIT' dice can score a wound if the 
Hostile Target fails it's 1st Armour Save.

REQUIREMENTS Character must be using a 'SMG' weapon when making the Ranged 'To Hit' roll.

MIN LEVEL 5

NOTES Can be used by the Active and Reactive Player. CANNOT be used with 
'Heroic/Special Actions'.

NAME 67. Returning Fire 

PRICE/COST 300 Credits

TYPE Special Action 4+: Reactive Player Only

DESCRIPTION When making a Free Action 'Dodge' then Reactive Player can 'declare' Returning 
Fire and what weapon the model is using. The 'Dodging' model must have 
'Returning Fire' ability.

As part of the Free Action: Dodge the Reactive Player can make a Skill Test and roll 
1D6. If the result is 4+ then the character can 'Dodge' as normal and making a 
FREE Range Attack (LOS/Range apply). The 'To Hit' Roll must score '5+' to prove 
successful. 
If the Skill Test is unsuccessful then the model making the 'Returning Fire' Special 
Action cannot 'return fire' and cannot 'Dodge'.

If the character using 'Returning Fire' is using a weapon with 'Burst' then it can 
only roll 1 'To Hit' dice.

Cannot be used with 'Reload' weapons.
 

REQUIREMENTS Character must be have Line Of Sight and the target must be within 'Range' of the 
weapon used.

MIN LEVEL 5

NOTES Can only be used by the Reactive Player. CANNOT be used with 'Heroic/Special 
Actions'.
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NAME 68.  Martyrdom (Basic) It ain't over until I say so.

PRICE/COST 200 Credits

TYPE Special Skill 4+: Active and Reactive Player

DESCRIPTION A model equipped with a grenade (that hasn't been used) can choose to denote 
the grenade when the model loses it's last Health Points. Roll 1D6. On a result of 
1,2 or 3 the grenade fails to explode. On a result of 4 or 5, the grenade will 
detonate after the next 'ACTION' dice is spent. On a roll of 6 the grenade will 
explode immediately.  

If the Grenade explodes, them character using 'Martyrdom' is removed from the 
gameboard.

REQUIREMENTS Character must be equipped with at least 1 unused Grenade while the character 
loses its last Health Point.

MIN LEVEL 1

NOTES Can be used by both the Active and Reactive player.  CANNOT be used with 
'Heroic/Special Actions'.

NAME 69.  STOP, DROP & ROLL (Basic)

PRICE/COST 200 Credits

TYPE Special Skill 3+: Active Player

DESCRIPTION When attempting to remove the 'Fire' affect, a model with 'Stop, Drop & Roll' can 
spend 1 Willpower token AFTER rolling the 'Skill Test' to increase the 'Skill Test' 
result by +1.

REQUIREMENTS The Character must be on FIRE...oh really

MIN LEVEL 1

NOTES Can only be used by the Active player.  CANNOT be used with any other 
'Heroic/Special Actions'.
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NAME 70.  Catlike (Basic)

PRICE/COST 225 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active and Reactive Player

DESCRIPTION A model with 'Catlike' is never 'Knocked Down' after rolling against 'Fall Damage'.

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 2

NOTES Can be used by both the Active and Reactive player.  CANNOT be used with any 
other 'Heroic/Special Actions'.

NAME 71.  Hero

PRICE/COST 510 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active Player

DESCRIPTION A model with 'Hero' can re-roll 1 of it's own failed Action Generation Dice. This 
ability is not affected by any other re-rolls that the model is entitled to while 
generating Action Dice...this includes the re-roll that may be applied from the 
Leader model.

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 3

NOTES Can only be used by the Active Player.  CANNOT be used with any other 
'Heroic/Special Actions'.
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NAME 72.  Inspiring Aura (Basic)

PRICE/COST 400 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active Player

DESCRIPTION A model with 'Leader' and 'Inspiring Aura (Basic)'  can allocate 1 of its own Action 
Dice to a Friendly model within LOS and 6 inches. The 'allocated' Action Dice must 
be spent immediately. After spending the 'allocated' Action Dice, the 'Leader' 
continues its activation as normal.

REQUIREMENTS Leader Model ONLY

MIN LEVEL 3

NOTES Can be used by  Active player only.  CANNOT be used with any other 
'Heroic/Special Actions'.

NAME 73.  Have a Break (Basic)

PRICE/COST  400 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active and Reactive Player

DESCRIPTION A model with 'Have A Break' can make a Normal Action: PAUSE for free. You must 
declare you are using the 'Have A Break (Basic)' ability. Using 'Have A Break 
(Basic)' is still classed as an Action and can be Reacted against.

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 1

NOTES Can be used by both the Active and Reactive player.  CANNOT be used with any 
other 'Heroic/Special Actions'.
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NAME 74. Spring Step (Basic). Learning To Fly

PRICE/COST 264 Credits

TYPE Heroic Action: Active Player Only

DESCRIPTION When a successful Heroic Action: Attacking Jump is made, the distance the model 
can jump is increased to 5 inches. However, if the Heroic Action: Attacking Jump 
Test is unsuccessful the Fall Damage is increased by +1. 

Note:- The increase is only to the 'Jump' distance.

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 1

NOTES Can only be used by the Active Player.

NAME 75.  Stiff Constitution. This stuff will properly kill us...... 

PRICE/COST 170 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active and Reactive Player

DESCRIPTION A character with Stiff Constitution can re-roll (once) the 'Using Combat Drug' dice 
roll.

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 2

NOTES Can be used by both the Active and Reactive player.  CANNOT be used with 
'Heroic/Special Actions'.
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NAME 76.  Quick Draw: Pistol (Basic).

PRICE/COST 241 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active Player Only

DESCRIPTION A Character who has a Pistol on it's character sheet and the Quick Draw ability 
can shoot at a Hostile Target Model if the Hostile Target Model is attempting a 
Heroic Action: Charge against the character.

The Character using this ability must have:-
1.) LOS to the Hostile Target Model during any point of the 'Charge Distance'.
2.)The Hostile Target Model must be within 'Range' of the Pistol.
3.) The Hostile Model must be 'Charging' the Characters Front Arc.

After the Hostile has moved the 'Charge' distance (even if the Heroic Action Test 
was unsuccessful) but before it makes the Close Combat/Melee Attack, A 
character with 'Quick draw' can roll 1D6. If the result is 5 or 6 the Charging Hostile 
Model receives 1 wound, however any Infusion (Bleed, Electro, Fire, Daze) are 
NOT applied to the Hostile Target Model. After the 'Quick Draw' ability has been 
resolved play returns to the 'Charging Model'.

REQUIREMENTS This character must have a Pistol.

MIN LEVEL 2

NOTES Can be used by the Active player Only.  CANNOT be used with 'Heroic/Special 
Actions'.
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NAME 77. Feint (Basic).

PRICE/COST 180 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active Player Only

DESCRIPTION If a Close Combat/Melee 'To Hit' roll result in a draw, a character with 'Feint' can 
re-roll the 'To Hit' dice. 

If the result exceeds the original 'To Hit' roll then the character wins the combat. 
Roll for 'Damage' as normal.
If the result of the re-roll is the same as the original the combat 'To Hit' roll then 
combat is 'still' a draw. 
If the result is lower than the original 'To Hit' result then the model loses the 
combat and the winner rolls for 'Damage' as normal.

REQUIREMENTS None

MIN LEVEL 2

NOTES Can be used the Active Player Only.  Willpower CANNOT be used to boost the re-
roll 'To Hit'.

NAME 78. Crash Cart.

PRICE/COST 267 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active and Reactive Player

DESCRIPTION The Special Skill/Action 'Revive' is free if the Skill Test Dice Roll is a natural 
(Critical) 6 before adding any modifiers.

REQUIREMENTS Revive.

MIN LEVEL 4

NOTES Can be used by both the Active and Reactive Player Only. 
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NAME 79.  Quick Draw: SMG (Basic).

PRICE/COST 241 Credits

TYPE Passive: Active Player Only

DESCRIPTION A Character who has a SMG on it's character sheet and the Quick Draw ability can 
shoot at a Hostile Target Model if the Hostile Target Model is attempting a Heroic 
Action: Charge against the character.

The Character using this ability must have:-
1.) LOS to the Hostile Target Model during any point of the 'Charge Distance'.
2.)The Hostile Target Model must be within 'Range' of the SMG.
3.) The Hostile Model must be 'Charging' the Characters Front Arc.

After the Hostile has moved the 'Charge' distance (even if the Heroic Action Test 
was unsuccessful) but before it makes the Close Combat/Melee Attack, A 
character with 'Quick draw' can roll 1D6. If the result is 5 or 6 the Charging Hostile 
Model receives 1 wound, however any Infusion (Bleed, Electro, Fire, Daze) are 
NOT applied to the Hostile Target Model. After the 'Quick Draw' ability has been 
resolved play returns to the 'Charging Model'.

REQUIREMENTS This character must have an SMG.

MIN LEVEL 2

NOTES Can be used by the Active player Only.  CANNOT be used with 'Heroic/Special 
Actions'.
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From Patch 1.01
News of the Incident on Paradise reaches the Inner Core. The most powerful members of the 
Corporation are called into a special meeting. These 12 individuals are known as ‘The Council Of 
12’.

“Serious allegations, from such a devious mind. You had better have proof, and nothing manufactured like 
last time.” a voice said from darkness.

“I have never manufactured evidence, and you know it!” a second voice boomed. A fist reached out of the 
darkness and slammed down on the metal conference table to accentuate the point. “Why should I believe 
that you weren't behind this attack, when you're so full of lies and deceit that you've deluded yourself into 
believing your own bullshit?!”

“I should have your tongue for that!” the first voice bellowed back. It was a young voice, owned by the CEO 
of Medi-Tech Solar, the largest provider of medical supplies and personnel, and recent purchaser of a 
promising Research company in the field of bioengineering and bionics, in the galaxy. The sound of a chair 
scraping across the floor echoed through the room and a bright light flashed through the darkness. The light 
falling across the table showed the plasma pistol, expertly crafted and engraved with a personal design, 
pointed directly opposite the hand holding it.

“Enough! We have more important things to talk about than your infantile displays of stupidity!” The third 
voice was calm and even, assured in its power and position, as was the man behind it. He was the eldest of 
the Council members, and owned the Corporation responsible for every single weapon that was either 
produced, serviced or disposed of – Valkyr Industrial. His intervention broke the one-sided stand-off after a 
few seconds of hesitation. The Council had not met to throw around wild accusations, and they all knew 
that, but every meeting seemed to erupt into petty arguments and childish squabbling before they had 
even said hello to one another. It was as inevitable as the sunrise, yet none of them dared act on any of the 
threats made – the balance of power was far too unstable to allow that. “We all know what happened on 
Paradise.

“What we don't know was how or why. Three weeks of an investigation has led us nowhere, so far, and I 
neither expect nor care if that changes. We have new information. Important and deeply, deeply troubling 
information. Data from satellites and cameras above and around ParaPrime has been recovered. A video 
was put together from that data. The technician responsible for this has been disposed of, and this is the 
only copy.” A disk was placed carefully on the table. Valkyr's CEO slid it into a slot four inches further into 
the table and blue screens flickered to life in front of each seated Council member.

An image of Paradise appeared, taken from orbit, before zooming to a large patch of silver swarmed by lush 
greens, deep blues and harsh browns. The image zoomed further still until it was filled with a picture of the 
city of ParaPrime from above. In a few seconds, the image shifted several times – a shopping centre first, 
then a hotel front, hotel interior on different floors, restaurant front. It went on for several uneventful 
minutes. Each member sat there watching until finally one of them broke the silence.

“What is the point of this? It doesn't help with...”
“Shut up! Keep your damn mouth shut and watch.”
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The video played for another thirty seconds before a true silence fell over the room, replacing the various 
shuffling and impatient sighs with a complete void of sound. A face on the screen stood out from the crowd, 
lit from above by bright fluorescents flashing in multiple colours, advertising one of ParaPrime's numerous 
bars. It was a man, stood unmoving amidst the crashing waves of bodies moving through the city. He stared 
at the camera for several seconds, the image cracking and distorting his face.

It seemed at first to be the video glitching, but after a few moments passed, it became apparent that the 
man's lips were moving. He was saying something, or perhaps just mumbling to himself. The air around him 
seemed to come alive, shimmering with intense energy. The video stopped. The last frame was frozen in 
time, the man's face blank, his lips now unmoving.

“Well fuck me sideways.”
“What the fuck was he doing there?!”
“Why didn't you show us this sooner?!”

The room erupted with voices shouting at one another, questions going unanswered, threats ignored.
“ENOUGH!” The voices slowly died away. Silence once again settled on the room and Valkyr's DEO leaned 
forward in his chair; the movement completely hidden from his peers but years of use for intimidation could 
not be undone at his stage in life. “This video was recovered less than an hour ago. I couldn't have shown 
you any sooner than I did. If I could have, I would have. Use your damn brains, for once, would you?” He 
sighed. “We all know what this means.” Murmurs and grumbles of agreement filled the room.
“Solomon Khan was on Paradise, in ParaPrime, just before it died. For all we know, he killed it.” a voice said.
“Piss off, psychic or not, he didn't have that kind of power.” replied a second.
“I don't care whether he was responsible or not, he was there. We've seen before that he can act as 
a...vessel, a focus, for other psychics, and God knows there's enough of those freaks out there. Who knows 
what he's capable of?” said Medi-Tech's CEO.
“He's never done anything on this scale before. He could channel the power of those around him, we know 
that, we've seen that before. But this? The most powerful psychic to ever live. Wiping out a planet. It's not 
impossible, I guess, but why now? And why Paradise?” asked a fourth, resting his clasped hands on the 
table. A ring bearing the logo of Aeronautica Space Travel glinted in the light.
“It doesn't matter. He has to be dead, right? You saw the images. Nothing could survive on that rock.” spoke 
a fifth.
“You bet your balls he's alive somehow. He wouldn't give us the satisfaction of dying. The only male psychic 
in existence, ever. Somehow that means he has more power than all the others. Filth. He's still alive.” 
weighed in a sixth.
Fresh arguing broke out. It took another minute of screaming to bring the room back to order.
“'Solomon Khan is dead. The rogue psychic who has plagued our civilised worlds for decades has finally 
been confirmed dead in a freak accident on the planet Paradise. Pending a full investigation, all travel to, 
from and around the Paradise system will be suspended. Anyone entering this zone will be fired upon 
immediately and without warning.' That is the official statement. I'll be putting it out as soon as this 
meeting concludes. I don't want your permission or your approval, I'll do it regardless. I'm simply telling you 
what I'll be doing.”
Valkyr's CEO pressed a button on the edge of the table and the disk containing the video slid out of it's slot. 
He didn't even reach out for it. None of them did.
“If the truth gets out, we're all undone.” he said. He reached out to the disk and removed it from the 
reader. “To prevent this, I will hold onto the disk.” He placed the disk in the interior pocket of his jacket. “I'll 
keep it out of the way, somewhere I alone have access to. You're free to attempt to gain it for your 
own...safekeeping, but it would be a waste of resources – no-one will reach the disk, or it's contents, alive.” 
The room was silent for a few moments, each member of the Council seemingly contemplating some 
argument as to why they didn't trust anyone else to have the disk.
Mutually assured destruction was a powerful motivator, however, and no-one raised an issue – they would 
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all lose, not just Valkyr.
“What of Paradise?” asked the CEO of the Adventure Among The Stars Travel Agency.
“Leave it for the void. Unless you want to foot the bill for rebuilding it?” the Valkyr CEO asked, a smile on his 
lips.
“I think the void will make better use of it than we ever could.”
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Sometimes you will find your normally happy band of Psychopaths are a Character missing. This can be 
for any number of reason like a ‘Long Time Recovery’…or at the very worst ‘Splattered’.

This can put you at a disadvantage when deploying for your next mission/battle. Maybe you should take 
better care of your ‘Spice Hunters’. In spite of this all is not lost. If you can afford it!

If for any reason you CAN NOT deploy a full crew of Spice Hunters (normally 5 models) you can hire a 
UNIQUE Special Character.

GENERAL SPECIAL CHARACTER RULES
1. Special Characters are ‘Unique’ meaning you can only deploy ‘1’ Special Character per Team. If your 
team is missing more than 1 regular Spice Hunter you can still only hire 1 Special Character (see Rule 6).

2.  You can never deploy a Special Character if you used a Special Character in your last mission/battle.

3.  You must pay the full ‘Hire’ price of the Special Character before deploying the model.

4. Special Character/s always generate Action Dice on a roll of 2+, unless otherwise stated in the 
Character Profile.

5. Special Character/s never benefit from the ‘Leader’ Ability unless stated in the Character Profile.

6. Some Special Character/s may come as 2 or more models. This will be stated in Character Profile.

7. Special Character/s never generate ‘Loot Dice’ when they inflict a wound against a Hostile Target. 
Unless stated in the Character Profile.

That’s a general run-down on Hiring Special Characters. Each Special Character is unique and in many 
cases the profile will have a rule or ability that is in conflict with the above general rules. If this is the 
case the Character Profile takes precedence over the General Rules.
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Name The Shadow

Cost to Hire 200 Credits and 'Pay Your Debts' see below.

Health Points N/a

Name Type Range Damage Other

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

SPECIAL SKILLS

A Long Shadow:- The Shadow is never deployed on the game board. He cannot be targetted, attacked, or seen by any of the 
character models. The Shadow is a real being that has mastered the skill of camoflage and using the shadows to his 
advantage.

Strike From The Shadows:- 'I have a bad feeling about this'. At the end of each Game Turn, roll 1D6 for any Hostile Model 
that is not within 6 inches and does not have Line Of Sight to a fellow/friendly model (from the same Spice Hunter Team). 
Consult the table below:-

Roll 1D6 Effect

1 No Effect.

2 Place 1 'FEAR' token/counter on the target model.  The maximum 'Fear' a model can have is 3 tokens

3 Place 1 'FEAR' token/counter on the target model.  The maximum 'Fear' a model can have is 3 tokens

4 Place 1 'FEAR' token/counter on the target model.  The maximum 'Fear' a model can have is 3 tokens

5 The Model suffers 1 Wound. This does not generate 'Loot Dice' for the player who hired The Shadow.

6
The model is Killed and removed from the game board. If the model was carrying any 'Spice Crystals' the 
Spice Crystal is 'Scattered' 1D6 inches from the centre of the Game board. The character must roll on the 
Temporary Injury Table during the 'End Phase'.

FEAR Counters/Tokens:- Models that are affected by 'FEAR' , find their abilitiy to perform reduced.

Fear Tokens Effect

1 When next activated the model's Action Dice generation target (normal 3+) is increased by +1. The model 
cannot generate Willpower tokens.

2 As above: Plus:- Movement is reduced by 2 Inches and cannot perform Heroic/Special Actions and Passive 
Abilities cannot be used. Cannot React

3 As Above: Plus:- The model cannot be activated until its Fear counter is 2 or less. See 'GET A GRIP' below.
Get A Grip:- A friendly model with the 'Leader' ability can allocated 1 of its own Action Dice to any One Friendly model 
within 6 inches. Immediately roll the 'Allocated Action Dice'. If the result is 4+ then remove 1 FEAR counter from the model. 
If the result is 2 or 3 then DO NOT remove a 'FEAR' counter. If the result is 1 then the FEAR Spreads......add 1 FEAR Counter 
to the Leader model. 'Get A Grip' can be used once per Leader Activation....and the Leader model can use it on itself.

Pay Your Debts:- During the 'End Phase' the player who 'Hired' The Shadow must give 50% of all credits generated as 
payment to The Shadow. If the payment is less than 300 credits, then The Shadow will seek revenge on the player's Leader 
Character (from the last game/if available) or a Character of the opponent's choosing. Roll on the Temporary Injury table.

Other Heroic Actions

The Shadow cannot be targetted, killed, shot at, sworn at, seen, etc. 
It's as if he isn't really there...or anywhere..but everywhere.

N/A
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Name: Sam Deckard. 

Nicknames: Decks, Boss

 Age: Late 30s, early 40s 

Resident of Paradise: Nearly 19 years. 

Weapons:- Jack of all, master of none. Above 
average skill...almost trained. 

Deckard has a dark secret. Why he is on Paradise? 
No-one knows. Suspected by all to have some kind 
of military training. A decent man who leaders his 
gang with a stern but never unfriendly matter. 
Lovable rogue who gets himself into awkward situation while Spice Hunting...or other 
activities. Knows the difference between right and wrong...but will break rules if needed, 
or If a quick credit can be earned. 
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Name Sam Deckard

Cost to Hire 300 Credits 

Health Points & 
Abilities

3 Health Points.  Fast Dodge, Pistol Expert, Gun-Fu, Awareness, Avenger, Re-fire, Trigger Mortis. 

Name Type Range Damage Other

Annihilator Pistol 10” 1D6+2 

Impact (5). The Annihilator ignores all 'Cover' 
bonus from scenery that would increase the 
required 'To Hit' roll. Cover from 'Heroic 
Actions/Equipment/Abilities' still apply.

Paired Combat Knives Melee N/A 1D6+1 Paired Combat Knives

SPECIAL SKILLS

Motivated :- If you deploy 'Sam Deckard' and the model is still activate (Not Dead/Out Of Action) then 
use his ‘Inspiring’ ability instead of the normal ‘Leader’ ability for your crew. If for any reason ‘Sam 
Deckard’ is not on the game table then you cannot use ‘Inspiring’. If 'Inspiring' cannot be used then 
revert back to the normal 'Leader' model...if deployed and still activate.

Inspiring:- All friendly models can re-roll 1 failed Action generation dice the same as the ‘Leader’ 
ability….but the range of Leader Bubble is unlimited. Can only be used when Deckard is on the game 
table.  

You Can Do It ‘Nicky’:- If a friendly model within 24” of Sam Deckard makes an unsuccessful ‘Heroic 
Action’ roll then that model can immediately re-roll the Heroic Action Test once per Action/Reaction 
dice spent by the character/model performing the Heroic Action. 

On Your Feet Soldier:- This ability works the similary to the Revive ability but with the following 
exceptions: Costs 1 Action Dice to use. The Revive test is an automatic pass. Sam Deckard must be in 
base to base contact with the model that he is attempting to Revive. Sam deckard cannot use 'On Your 
Feet Soldier' on himself.

Getting The Job Done:- Deckard never rolls to generate Action Dice: He automatically generates a 
number of Action Dice equal to his Health Points. 

Equipment Under-body Armour (Armour Save 1D6+1, Silencer (Pistol) Item 33.10a,  Grenade 4 (c2) Item 33.02d

Other Heroic Actions

Sam Deckard's real skill is in his ability to lead others. Inspiring 
covers the whole gameboard so he doesn't need lead from the 
front. Getting The Job Done means that, at full health Sam will have 
a full stash of Action Dice. At 1 Health Point Sam will always at least 
1 Action Dice. The downside is that Sam never benefits from rolling 
a 6 when generatinf Action Dice, on the upside...he will never 
generate Reaction Dice. He isn't much of a fighter (but can handle 
himself), the Annihilator is his only line of defence. Keep Sam out of 
harms way and he should survive until the end of the mission.

Sam Deckard has Rank 3+ in all Heroic Actions.
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Name Bergen (Single Model).

Cost to Hire 400 Credits

Health Points & 
Abilities

3 Health Points. Speed 5 Inches, Stubborn, Awareness, Fast Dodge, Melee Expert

Name Type Range Damage Other

Martha Assault Rifle Range 20” 1D6+1 Burst (3)

Rosie Assault Rifle Range 20” 1D6+1 Burst (3)

Fist Melee N/a 1D6-2

SPECIAL SKILLS

My Girls Are Singing:- When Bergen makes a Normal Action: Range Attack or the Heroic Action: Shoot On The Move, he can 
use both Martha and Rosie at the same target. Alternatively, Bergen may Target 2 Hostile Models, within Range and Line of 
Sight. The controlling player must declare which weapon (Martha or Rosie) they intend to use against each target. Roll 'To 
Hit' against 1 of the Hostile Models and resolve any damage caused. Then, roll 'To Hit' against the 2nd Hostile Target and 
resolve any damaged caused. NOTE:- When using 'Shoot On The Move' Bergen can make the 2 separate Range Attacks at 
different points during the travel (move).

Plough The Road:- When Bergen makes a Successful Heroic Action: Shoot On The Move, his base 'Speed' is increased by 5 
inches. However, if the Heroic Action: Shoot On The Move is a failure then Bergen will not 'Move' and his activation is 
finished until the beginning of the next Game Turn.

Little Big Man:- Due to Bergen being 'shorter' than most, he is always considered to be 'In Cover' when he is the target of a 
Hostile Range Attack.

The Voices:- If Bergen is still alive at the end of each Game Turn then roll 1D6 and consult the table below.

The Voice Effect

1 I Love You:- Bergen cannot be activated in the next Game Turn. 

2 STOP AT NOTHING:- Bergen can make 1 Normal Action: Move towards the nearest Hostile Model. This 
'Move' cannot involve any Heroic Action Skill Tests.

3 HUNT THEM DOWN!!:- Make a Hostile Target model within LOS of Bergen with a suitable 'Prey' 
counter/token. If Bergen make a Normal Action: Range Attack against a model with a 'Prey' token, then the 
required 'TO HIT' dice roll is reduced by 1. Whatever the outcome of the 'Normal Attack: Range Attack, 
remove the 'Prey' token from the Target Model.

4 MAKE THEM PAY!!!:- In the next Game Turn, any Loot Dice generated by Bergen is increased by 1 extra Loot 
Dice. MAKE THEM PAY!!! Last until the next 'the Voices' dice roll.

5 MAKE THEM SUFFER!!:- In the next Game Turn, any 'Damage' rolls made by Bergen is increased by +1. 
MAKE THEM SUFFER!! last until the next 'The Voices' dice roll.

6 KILL THEM ALL!!:-  Roll 1D6 for EVERY model within 20” of Bergen. On a result of 5 or 6 that model suffers 1 
wound. Kill Them All does not generate Loot Dice'.

Other Heroic Actions

Equipment:- Bergen is equipped with Underbody Armour 
(Armour Save 1D6+1)

Climb Rank 2
Shoot On The Move Rank 2
Attacking Jump Rank 2
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Name Amber Templeton. Single Model

Cost to Hire 300 Credits

Health Points & 
Abilities

3 Health Points
Awareness, Nimble, Fast, Revive, Advanced Deployment.

Name Type Range Damage Other

The Boys Twin 
Barrelled Combat 

Shotgun

Combat 
Shotgun Range 12” 1D6 

Impact (3). 'Twinned Barrelled:- If this 
weapon makes an unsuccessful 'TO HIT' 

roll then the player can re-roll the 'To Hit'. 
The 2nd 'TO HIT' roll is final. This special 

rule can only be used once per character 
activation.

Combat Knife Melee N/a 1D6

SPECIAL SKILLS

Advanced Phase Shift (Once per Game Turn):- For 1 Action or Reaction Dice Amber can 'move' upto 
24” anywhere on the gameboard. If Amber is carrying a Crystal the distance Of Advanced Phase Shift is 
unlimited but the crystal is destroyed. Cannot Advanced Phase Shift too within 6” of a Hostile Model. 
No other Abilities/Heroic Actions can be used when Amber is using Advanced Phase Shift.

Allure (Once per Game Turn):- For 1 Action or Reaction Dice this character can target 1 Hostile Model 
within 24”. That model must Normal Action: MOVE its full distance towards Amber Templeton. Allure 
CANNOT be used on a hostile model if:- The target has to make any kind of Heroic Test or if the Hostile 
target model would recieve fall damage.

Feel My Pain (Once per Game/Mission/Battle):- In the Initiative phase you can declare that Amber is 
using 'Feel My Pain'. If Amber is wounded/damaged by a Hostile model during the Game Turn. The 
Hostile Model that inflicted the wound/damage is also wounded for 1 Health Point. Feel My Pain 
expires at the beginning of the next Initiative Phase.

Other Heroic Actions

'The Boys' Twinned Barrelled Shotgun:-  'Twinned 
Barrelled:- If this weapon makes an unsuccessful 
'TO HIT' roll then the player can re-roll the 'To Hit' 
dice. The 2nd 'TO HIT' roll is final. This special rule 
can only be used once per character activation.

Shoot On The Move Rank 3
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Name  HIGH PLAINS PREACHER. Single Model

Cost to Hire 400 Credits

Health Points & Abilities
4 (3+ Fitness)
Gunslinger, Stubbon, Awareness, Fast Dodge

Name Type Range Damage Other

Righteous  Pistol  Range 12”  1D6+1 Fire, Impact (2)

 Indignation Pistol  Range 14” 1D6+1 Acid (2)

Combat Knife Melee N/A 1D6

SPECIAL SKILLS

The Lords Work Will Be Done:- So consumed by doing the ‘Lord’s Work’. The Preacher will grant 1D3 extra Willpower tokens at 
the beginning of EVERY Game Turn to the ‘Crew’ that hired him. If for any reason the Preacher is not on the table at the 
beginning of the Game Turn then this ability CANNOT be used.

Though I Walk Through The Valley Of The Shadow Of Death:- Reciting some old forgotten text, the Preacher moves and 
acts without fear. For 1 Game Turn only:- The Actions made by the Preacher cannot be reacted against. Though I Walk 
Through The Valley Of The Shadow Of Death MUST be declared before activating the Preacher model.

Repent:- Such is the Preacher hatred of ‘Spice’ anyone trying to pick up or collect a Spice Crystal will face his Judgement. If 
ANY model spending 1 Action or Reaction Dice to pick up a Spice Crystal and that model is within 12” and Line Of sight of 
the Preacher model then the Preacher will DEMAND that the target model (the model attempting to pick up the spice) 
Repents for the sin he/she/thing is about to commit.

The player controlling the Preacher rolls 1D6. The Target Model must spend 1 Willpower token and Roll 1D6. If the Target 
model cannot spend Willpower then the model must move 6” towards its own deployment zone. It must take the most 
direct route. If for any reason the target model must make any 'Heroic Action' to fulfil the 6” Move, then the model will stop 
and become 'Dazed'. Mark the model with a 'DAZE' token. If the model is already 'DAZED' then end that models activation. 
The Target model is overcome with guilt about sins committed in the past….and cannot ‘Pick Up’ Spice Crystals for the rest 
of the mission/battle.

If the Preacher’s Repent roll is higher than the target model’s Repent roll then the model attempting to pick up the Spice 
Crystal cannot do so.

If the Repent roll for the Target model is higher than the Repent roll of the Preacher then the model making the ‘Action’ can 
continue to do so.

If both Repent Rolls are the same (equal) The Preacher will feel that the sinner needs a little more persuading and can make 
1 free Range attack against the target model. Whatever the outcome of the ‘Free Range Attack’ the Target model cannot 
pickup the ‘Spice Crystal’. This rule/ability cannot be used against another ‘Special Character’ or any models NOT part of a 
‘Spice Hunter Crew’.
Divine Intervention:- ‘I’ve seen gunslingers empty a full clip of lead into that Sum’Bitch..and he still got up of the ground to 
dispense his own brand of judgement. It was almost like he was…protected.’ 

When the Preacher loses his last Health Point as a result of Weapon Damage, Roll 1D6. If the result is 4+ the inflicted wound 
is ignored. The preacher is never effected by Fire, Bleed, Daze or Electro. All other weapon effects/conditions apply.
Faith:- The Preacher’s Faith is his driving force. He believes it’s the Lords Will that determines the path he chooses to thread. 
The High Plains Preacher CANNOT use Willpower Tokens.

Other Heroic Actions

WEAPONS:- The Preacher is armed with 2 Pistols Righteous and 
Indignation. When making a ‘normal’ Range attack declare which Pistol the 
Preacher is using for that Attack. If using the ‘Gunslinger’ ability. The 
Preacher CAN change pistols before rolling ‘TO HIT’ additional Hostile 
models.

 Climb Rank 3
Shoot On The Move Rank 3
Attacking Jump Rank 3
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Dust and sand blew through the valley, dispersing against the wall of metal and wood. Spanning the valley, the 
wall had the feel of something put together hastily, but it had been standing for the past three years without 
failure or breach. Odd bits of metal or wood poked out here and there where they had not been fitted together 
properly, or those who constructed it cared not for the shape or size of the piece. It was atop this wall that the 
sentries sat, watching the valley before them in boredom.A swift boot to the shin brought the younger sentry 
to his senses and he unhappily looked up to see who had woken him.

“There's nothin' out there but sand.” he mumbled and received another swift boot to the shin.

“There's someone approaching, get Brady.” the owner of the boot said. The younger sentry still had not 
moved and he turned back to him. “Now.” he said. He was an older man, in his early forties, with greying 
hair and the fine lines of wrinkles beginning to mark his face.

“Just another patrol, Brady won't care.”

“Patrols don't wear gas masks, boy. Get Brady now or I'll boot you of this damn wall!” the older man said, 
turning back to the figure approaching them. The younger sentry stood lethargically and yawned, stretching 
his arms and legs. He gave the older sentry a look of annoyance, which went ignored, and began his descent 
along the inside of the wall. A moment later, he was gone and moving about the assorted structures and 
tents that made up the nest.

“What are you doing out here?” the older sentry mumbled to himself. He closed his eyes as a gust of wind 
blew through the valley, throwing more sand than usual at him. When he opened them again, the gas mask 
wearing man was gone. “What the...”

A minute or two passed before the figure became visible, much closer to the thick metal gates leading into 
the nest than before. He wore little more than simple brown robes and worn old boots, with his face being 
covered by a gas mask. A top hat rested atop his head, seemingly unaffected by the wind howling through 
the valley. Perhaps the colour of his clothing was how he had disappeared inside the dust cloud? Before he 
could question it further, the sentry was distracted by footsteps and turned to see Brady, tailed by the 
younger sentry, making his way up the wooden steps to the sentry post.

“You wanna explain to me how someone found us out here? Not like we got signs to the place.” Brady said 
to the older sentry, looking past the man to the robed figure below them.

“No idea, just saw him walking up to the gates about five minutes ago, hasn't made any attempt at contact, 
or attacking us. Could just be a wanderer, lost and cut off, thought the valley would offer shelter.” the sentry 
replied. He knew that it was unlikely – no-one ever chose to wander the wasteland alone and unprotected; 
unless they had a death wish, anyway.

“Get the others to keep an eye on him,” Brady said. The older sentry grabbed his assault rifle and pressed it 
to his shoulder. The younger sentry turned around and flew down the stairs, yelling to the others in the nest 
to get ready. “Thoughts, Kain?” Brady asked. Kain pressed his eye to the scope of his rifle and waited until 
he had the figure in sight before responding.
“He ain't here for a social visit. Maybe from another crew? Come to bargain or threaten, probably both.” 
Kain replied. They watched the figure approach the gates for a few more moments before, unexpectedly, it 
stopped moving. It stood in silence, surrounded by ever-shifting swirls of dust and sand.
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“God is just!” The muffled voice took Brady and Kain by surprise and the two men looked at one another 
before turning back to the figure below them. “He will pay back trouble to those who trouble you and give 
relief to you who are troubled, and to us as well.”
“What the...” Brady asked, confusion etched across the gruff features of his weathered face.
“This will happen when the Lord Jesus is revealed from Heaven in blazing fire with his powerful angels.”

“Get Markus.” Brady barked and Kain immediately dropped his rifle to his side and leapt down the stairs 
four at a time.

“He will punish those who do not know God and do not obey the gospel of our Lord Jesus.” The gas-masked 
figure began taking slow steps toward the nest once again, hands behind his back. As he approached, Brady 
could see a long chain hanging from the figure's neck, a metal cross swinging with each step. “They will be 
punished with everlasting destruction and shut out from the presence of the Lord and from the glory of His 
might.” The figure was almost at the gates now, hands still behind his back.

Brady looked down at the figure, now clearly a man, and a small smile spread across his lips.
“You have before you a chance to repent. Once, and only once, will you be given this chance to turn your 
life to God's purpose and repent for this life of sin.” the man said.

Too much spice. The poor bastard probably wouldn't even know that he was dead. Brady pulled a spare 
assault rifle from a foot locker beside him and raised it to the wall, the barrel protruding by a few inches as 
he aimed down at the mad man. He fired off a few shots at the man's feet, toying with him to see his 
reaction. Nothing. He had balls, Brady would give him that. As he raised his aim to the man's head, he saw a 
glint of metal and lowered his aim to get a second look.
Brady never saw the bullet that ended his life, nor did he feel it rip through his skull and explode out the 
other side, throwing chunks of brain matter and hair around the interior of the sentry post. The shot did, 
however, catch the attention of the others within the bandit nest and heads turned to the wall expectantly. 
It had not taken long for word of the insane newcomer to spread thanks to the younger sentry, and many 
assumed that Brady had killed the fool. Seeing his body slump against the half-wall at the back of the sentry 
post sent shock and anger through the nest. Rifles, pistols, shotguns, guns of all shapes and sizes were 
grabbed in haste as a mob formed around the gate, shouting anger to an unknown enemy.

It took the arrival of Markus and Kain to create some semblance of order in the crowd. Above the quietened 
din, a faint pounding could be heard and the assembled bandits followed it as it rose up the solid metal 
gates.

As the gas-masked man leapt atop the gate his robes fell behind him, revealing a black trench coat, worn 
and dirty t-shirt and combats, dull black boots. The chain he wore around his neck caught the sunlight and 
reflected it back, hiding the man's figure in a bright haze. At his side, he held two pistols.

“Who the fuck are you?!” Markus bellowed, anger in his voice, but also something else, unidentifiable in 
the brief moment it was there.

“I am a humble Preacher of the good Lord, and a fair man.” the man responded, his gas mask keeping his 
voice muffled and neutral. He could have been anyone. “Repent for your...” Shots whizzed past him in 
response. The Preacher rolled his shoulders and took a step forward, falling straight down, pistols raised and 
fingers ready. He squeezed off four shots in the time it took him to land. Each ended a life and showered the 
crowd of bandits in gore.

Fifteen were left when the Preacher hit the ground. He tucked his head into his chest and rolled as he 
landed, the momentum sending him crashing heavily into a wooden barricade angled to protect those 
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inside the nest from attackers. He spun around and fired a shot at a bandit charging around the corner of 
the barricade. The body tripped the bandit behind and a shot from the engraved pistol tore through the 
throat of the bandit as he fell.

In a blur of motion, the Preacher spun around the edge of the barricade and began firing at the rapidly 
dispersing crowd. Most were already behind cover, but a few were not so lucky and found a swift end. The 
Preacher moved forward, pistols constantly swinging between potential targets. He fired off a shot or two at 
nothing; shadows of movement or figments of his imagination. A bandit looked up and saw only death as 
the Preacher swung around to face him and fired off two rounds.
Righteous and Indignation clicked empty at the same time and the Preacher emptied the magazines to the 
ground, reaching behind himself and under his coat to the spares he kept stored along his lower back. As 
two fresh magazines found their place, Kain rose from hiding and fired off four shots. Three struck the 
Preacher, the fourth missing by a hair. Blood flowed from the wounds -  one on the Preacher's left shoulder, 
the other two vertically aligned on the left side of his chest. He didn't even flinch.

The Preacher fired back and Kain barely ducked behind the metal wall in time to avoid the shots. Three 
bandits jumped up together and took shots at the Preacher. Only one hit the Preacher, this time in the leg, 
before the three were killed in succession.

“Who the fuck is this guy?!” Kain shouted incredulously. He had wild panic in his eyes; he hadn't survived 
the apocalypse to be killed by some spiced-up nut job in Markus' shithole. He studied his surroundings as 
more shots were fired, screams were cut off and lives were ended. He saw Markus ducked low behind an 
upturned table and, crouching low, ran across to him, his weight carrying him into the other man and they 
both swayed before regaining balance.

“You mad fuck, why didn't you just kill this shit when you had the chance?!” Markus yelled and Kain 
glowered at him.

“If you hadn't been hiding like a bitch, you'd 'ave seen me take shots at him earlier, bastard didn't even care. 
Spice must've really fucked his head.” Kain replied, his voice level but his eyes frantically searching for a way 
out. Silence fell over the nest behind them and they looked at one another. The boys would be celebrating if  
things had gone their way; silence could only mean one thing. Both men looked up and turned.

The barrels of the Preacher's pistols were hot against their forehead, but not burning.
“May you live in peace this day,” spoke the Preacher, “may your home be with God in Zion.”

With the lightest touch of the triggers, his pistols erupted with sound and staggering force, blowing back 
Kain and Markus simultaneously. He looked down with comtempt at the bodies, the heads an 
unrecognisable mess of blood and bone and hair. A moment later, the Preacher turned his back to the grim 
spectacle and began slowly walking back to the gates of the nest. He pulled down the heavy metal beam 
and it slammed to the ground a few paces back, dust flying about him as though escaping the beam's 
weight.

The gates opened with a squeal and the Preacher stepped out of the nest, back into the nondescript wasteland 
valley, pausing only to pick up his dusty robes and adjust his hat.
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“I heard there was another attack the other day.” Vincent said, his voice slurred from the alcohol he'd already 
consumed. Another empty glass sat in front of him and he looked around for the bartender.

“I thought you didn't believe in the stories?” the bartender, a grizzled old man with a scar above 
his left eye and a thick beard hiding the lower half of his face and neck. He reached out for 
Vincent's glass and poured him another drink.

“Which one?” Vincent laughed. “That he's an ex enforcer for the Corporations? Survived the 
cataclysm, ya know.” Vincent said with a smile. “Went mad and found some old texts buried 
somewhere or some shit. Like there's anythin' on this shithole of a planet.” He glanced at the fresh 
drink and picked up the glass, examining the liquid inside it. “Or the one that says he's running 
from his past and hides behind a gas mask to avoid being recognised? Or the one that...”

“They're all true, to an extent.” a voice said and a younger man sat next to Vincent at the bar. 
Vincent turned and drunkenly propped himself up against the bar to examine the newcomer. He 
looked to be in his early twenties. Knew nothing of Pandora or how it worked. The Preacher was a 
fairy tale, told to children to discourage a life of crime.

Steal something, even once, and the Preacher would find you. Not straight away, that would make 
it too easy. He'd find you when you least expected it and make you pay for your crimes. Some 
kinda mad vigilante.

“And what would you know? You look barely old enough to walk.” Vincent chuckled to himself and 
no-one, turning to look at the bartender before looking back at the young man next to him.

“I've been following the Preacher, keeping tabs on him, for 4 years now. There's not a single place 
he's been that I haven't.” the young man said, almost proudly. He looked at the bartender and 
smiled. “Water, please.” The bartender smiled more to himself than the young fool before him and 
walked off to the other end of the bar where a loud, rusted fridge held bottles of water.
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“Following a ghost? Waste of time. Up to you though, if you wanna chase a fantasy then go ahead. 
Just be careful.” Vincent said and laughed again. “Wouldn't want you to meet ya end at the hands 
of scary shadows, now, would we?” he asked through laughter.

“No, we wouldn't.” the young man replied. He placed some money on the bar and took the bottle 
of water from the bartender. He stood and left the bar without another word.

“Weird kid.” Vincent said and slumped down in his seat, his head resting on the bar.

“So, which do you believe?” the bartender asked, still looking after the kid.

“Which what do I believe?”

“Story. About the Preacher. Has to be some truth in there somewhere.” Vincent looked at the 
bartender and laughed.

“Seriously? It's all bullshit. There is no Preacher. Just stories told for the sake of sharing a story.” 
Vincent chuckled to himself. “I mean, come on. Where would he find the books or whatever in the 
first place? Something in his head just told him to look there and he found something? As for 
where he came from. A corporation enforcer? C'mon, you're smarter than that. Doesn't make 
sense, he'd have gone back with the others when they left the planet.”

“He could've...”

“Could've been left here? Seriously? With all the gear he's supposedly got? No way they'd let all 
that gear just sit here.”

“Ya never know, things went to hell real fast around here. Probably just wanted to leave this place 
to rot.” the bartender turned to a regular at the other end of the bar and tapped the wooden 
surface in front of Vincent to signal he would be back in a moment. He passed the drink, took the 
money and went back to Vincent. “One thing I don't get,” he said and Vincent looked up, “what's 
with the cowboy hat?” he asked.

“Cause this is the wild west, ya hear?” Vincent responded and burst out laughing.

“And the gas mask?”

“Hates spice. Better not get caught with any or,” Vincent pressed his fingers to his head and 
mimicked a gunshot. “Leads to all the evils known to man, as the story goes. Sounds to me like he 
just had a bad trip or something and hates the stuff now.”

“I thought you didn't believe in him?”

“No such thing as ghosts,” Vincent said with a wink. He downed his drink and ordered another.

The High Plains Preacher 1st appeared in Patch 1.02.
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Please Note:- The following ‘Special Rules’ are an Optional Extra. Both players must agree to use these 
rules before the game begins. It is recommended that you use these rules in a ‘Straight Battle’.

Spice dust get absolutely everywhere. In your hair, on your clothes, in your food, in the crack of your 
ass…..absolutely everywhere. Even in the pleasure box….although some claim is can lead to an increase 
in sexual pleasure, it has never been proving. To the inhabitants of Paradise it’s a burden that they have 
grown accustom too. On the whole the spice dust is mostly harmless. In some rare cases it can have 
some unpleasant effects on the human body….but thankfully this is extremely rare. The real problem 
with the dust is that it becomes highly unstable when stored in a confined space. Unlike the Spice 
Crystal, which is a highly concentrated solid lump of Spice, the dust  form is highly susceptible to 
suddened changes in its environment. So why would anyone store dust?? Well as we already know that 
once a Spice Crystal is refined down to its basic elements it is highly valuable. Having a large amount of 
spice dust may not be as valuable as a Crystal but none the less still worth a good few credits. Of course 
storing  ‘Spice Dust’ is a dangerous business. Many unexplained fire, deaths and explosion have been 
blamed on a high build up of spice dust in a small or confined area. To this end those that collect dust 
usually store it ‘away’ from themselves. Old abandoned builds, disused vehicles and even oil drums.

Using Exploding Barrels in your games:-

1.)Both players must agree to use the ‘Exploding Barrels’ rules. This must be done before 
setting up the game.

2.) Set the game board as normal.

3.) Determine amount of Spice Crystals and deploy as normal.

4.) Both players roll 1D6 to determine who deploys 1st and which table edge.

5.) Both players roll 1D3+3 each to determine the number of barrels each player can place on the 
gameboard.

6.) Both players will take it in turns to place 1 barrel at a time. Starting with the player who 
won the roll for deployment/turn edge.

7.) Each ‘Exploding Barrel’ you can deploy, must be placed in your opponent’s half of the 
gameboard.

8.) Barrels cannot be placed within 6 inches of your opponent’s deployment zone.

9.) A Barrel cannot be placed within 3 inches of another barrel or Spice Crystal.

10.)Once all barrels have been placed on the gameboard, deploy models as normal.
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Shooting Barrels:- Due to the highly unstable nature of ‘Spice Dust’, it doesn’t take a lot of outside 
interference to cause it to exploded. And as with all thing Spice….the result vary.

       11.) Shooting a barrel cost 1 Action or Reaction Dice.

12.) A barrel is hit on a ‘TO HIT’ roll of 4+ (barrels are stationary).

13.) Line Of Sight and Range apply when making a ‘To Hit’ roll against a barrel.

14.) Once a Barrel is ‘HIT’ roll 1D6 and consult the table below:-

ROLL 
1D6

Effect

1 No Effect. DO NOT REMOVE THE BARREL FROM THE GAME TABLE.

2 ACID: Spraying a green sticky substance in all directions, the barrel fizzles and explodes 
covering anyone close enough in a highly-concentrated Acid goo. BLAST 6, IMPACT 3, 
ACID (2), DAMAGE 1D6. Remember to apply the ACID (n) when making the Armour Save 
against the Damage Roll.

3 ELECTRO: The barrels discharges an electrical charge before exploding in a flash of bright 
blue light. BLAST 6, IMPACT 2, DAMAGE 1D6+1, ELECTRO

4 SONIC: The explosion can be heard for miles around. The shockwave is strong enough to 
knock anyone within the Blast radius to the ground. BLAST 12, IMPACT 3, DAMAGE 1D6, 
DAZE, KNOCK DOWN.

5 INCENDIARY: Spewing red hot shrapnel, anything within the immediate vicinity is set 
ablaze. BLAST 6, IMPACT 4, DAMAGE 1D6+1, FIRE.

6 SCRAP METAL: As this barrels explodes it turns the outer shell into a thousand razor 
shape projectiles. BLAST 12, DAMAGE 1D6+2, BLEED

15.) Once a barrel has exploded remove it from the gameboard.

16.) If a barrel fails to explode leave it on the game board.

17.) If a barrel is ‘Hit’ by a weapon with the ‘FIRE’ condition but fails to explode, then the 
barrels is on ‘FIRE’ (mark with a token/counter). Roll on the above chart after the NEXT 
Initiative Roll.

18.)If any barrels are caught in the ‘BLAST’ condition of a weapon or another barrel, then 
that barrel will also explode. This can cause a ‘Chain Reaction’.

19.) Wounds caused by an exploding barrel DO NOT generate dice for the Lootpool.

20.) Barrels CANNOT free Action ‘DODGE’.

You can use 'Exploding Barrels' in Mission 7: Lock, Stock And Smoking Barrels found later in this book on 
page 47

For a guide into making 'Exploding Barrels' check Patch 1.01 
www.wargamevault.com/browse/pub/11194/Shades-Of-Chaos-Games
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The traveller's tavern in Hope Springs, affectionately known as 'Creed's Bar Room Blitzer' 
is without a doubt the community hub. You never really know what you may find in there, 
though. Some nights the only thing you'll hear if Torbis Creed wiping dust from the beer 
glasses. More often than not, though, it's a hive of activity - usually rowdy, invariably loud.

Fight your way past the blood, beer, ammo casings...and teeth...to the far corner, known 
as The Nook, however, and you'll find an old, fleabitten armchair and a lop-sided bookcase – 
it's the bar's 'quiet corner'. In this corner, should you thumb through the sticky pornographic 
material and faded glossy holiday brochures of what Paradise once was, you'll find a very 
plain looking book. A diary.

Carefully maintained, and written in neat and tidy hand writing across the front cover, 
are the words 'The Diary Of Celina D'Antrass'.

Any attempt to damage or steal this will result in a very swift death. To the residents of 
Hope Springs, this isn't just any old diary. It isn't even referred to by name, anymore. It is 
simply known as...

Day 1
I don't know if I'll continue writing this, I guess it depends on how things go. There doesn't seem to be 

anyone in my neighbourhood right now, which is weird. My parents work in ParaPrime, and we live in one 
of the residential towns built to house the workers there, so there should be loads of kids around, but 
there's no-one. I'm sure things will be ok, but I can't help but worry right now. It's so quiet outside.

Day 2
No word from my parents yet. I'm scared that something's happened and I'm on my own here. I'm 13. 

What the hell am I supposed to do by myself? I know enough from my parents to take care of myself for a 
while yet. I'm not giving up that easy.

Day 3
I don't know what to do anymore. I'm going insane just sitting here waiting for someone to find me or 

contact me and tell me what's happening. If I stay here, eventually I'll run out of food and water. I don't 
want to break into anyone's home in case they come back and I get in trouble for it. But if I leave and people 
come back here and don't find me here, they won't even know where to begin looking, and who knows how 
far away I'll be by then. I wish my parents were here. They'd know what to do.

Day 5
I went for it. Yesterday, I went looking around the house, finding all the supplies I could, stuffed them 

into a bag and I left. I've only ever used the grav-trains to get from here to the city, but it never used to take 
long. A couple of hours, I think, so walking can't be too far. I'm going to the city to see if there's anything 
there I can use to contact people and let them know where I am. Maybe I'll find my parents there. If I can 
survive in the house, they'll be fine in the city.

I spent yesterday searching the neighbourhood after I left the house, but I didn't find anyone. Not even 
pets. I hope they're all ok.
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Day 7
I FOUND SOMEONE! Her name's Merida. She said she was looking for supplies for a group of people 

she's travelling with, and that I can come with them. They're going to the city as well. I hope they're all as 
nice as Merida – she's been really positive and she's even agreed to help me find my parents when we get 
to the city. I can't wait to see them again.

Day 10
Merida's lead me through the town and we're now camping just outside of it. She said that we're a few 

hours away from the others she was with and she wants to make sure we're well rested before making the 
journey to them. She reminds me of my mum a lot. She's even got the same colour eyes and the same 
welcoming smile. She's got grey hair, though; my mum has blonde. I'm going to sleep – big day tomorrow!

Day 11
So, the others aren't as nice as Merida. A few of them are, Greyson and Soria seem really cool to talk to. 

Greyson used to be a technician or something and he knows all kinds of tech stuff. Soria was a receptionist 
at one of the hotels in the city, she says she'd be great at organising all the supplies we have if Lucius wasn't 
such a control freak and let her. Lucius is a bit of a dick.

He shouted at Merida for bringing me back with her – he doesn't want 'some kid' hanging around 
wasting food – but backed off after a while and hasn't even looked at me since. There's two big guys who 
follow Lucius around, Barra and Dominik. They haven't spoken to me but they keep looking at me when 
they think I'm not paying attention. Barra creeps me out. He's always smiling when he looks at me, but 
maybe he's just trying not to seem too threatening. Merrik, an old guy who used to be a guard on one of 
the grav-trains, broke his ankle somehow while Merida was away. He's beeing pulled along on a makeshift 
card which also has our supplies on it. He's nice. He told me some stuff about grav-trains, how they work 
and that kinda thing. I liked talking to him, but he was tired and needed to sleep after an hour.

All in all, things are looking good. Lucius doesn't want me here, but I know I can change his mind and 
prove I'm useful.

Day 15
We found a small town in the middle of nowhere. Greyson said it was an R&R station for technicians and 

other 'hands-on' workers. Somewhere out of the way so they can relax without feeling oppressed by the 
city, or something like that. It sounds awful to me. Who would want to be in the middle of nowhere like 
this? Miles from anything and anyone. They must've been lonely when they came out here.

Lucius tried organising a group search but everyone kinda split up and did their own thing anyway. He 
didn't seem to care. I found something but I don't want to give it to Lucius and Greyson and Merida haven't 
come back from searching yet. I'll hang onto it until I see them.

Day 16
Good news and bad news. The thing I found was a distress beacon, which we can use to signal people off 

planet that we need a pickup – it'll give them co-ordinates and, if we keep it active, it'll update in real time. 
Bad news: it doesn't work. Greyson says he can fix it but it'll take a day or two to rewire some things and 
some other technical stuff I didn't understand. He seems so intelligent for someone his age.I wonder if I can 
be like him, one day?

Day 18
We got the beacon working! Well, Greyson did. It's broadcasting now, so it should be a day or two before 

someone comes for us. I've asked Merida if we can continue to the city so I can look for my parents. Lucius 
said no immediately. We should stay where we are. Then they argued again. Lucius looked crazy as he 
ranted, but he finally agreed to continue on after Merida repeatedly reminded him that the beacon would 
update with new information everywhere we go. I can't wait to find my parents and get off this planet. No-
one knows what happened here, but we're all hoping we'll get told something when we get picked up.
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Day 24
We've seen no sign of anyone coming to pick us up yet. The beacon is still broadcasting, it gives a little 

beep once an hour or so. I think that means it's updated our position, but I'm not sure. Soria's been telling 
me about some of the people she used to work with and the people she'd see at the hotel she worked at. 
All knids of people from the Inner core. All o them are rich beyond anything anyone in the Outer Rim could 
imagine. Not surprising. No-one's been to Earth for centuries, except the kinda people who basically own 
entire planets. Most of the men were very flirty with her and their wives just ignored her. I feel bad that she 
had to put up with that everyday, but she seems to be ok with it.

We've got a few days travel until we reach the city, so I'm going to sleep – don't want my parents 
worrying about me when we find them.

Day 31
We've given up on the distress beacon. Greyson said we should keep it active just in case, but hasn't told 

Lucius. I don't know why. I think they just don't like each other. Merida's helping me plan a search for my 
parents. She said it would be best to start with the hotels and restaurants first – people are more likely to be 
there because there's food, water, and shelter there. Merrik's ankle is still bad, but he's managing to walk 
around for a few minutes on some crutches Soria made for him. I can hear him grunting and complaining 
about his ankle at night from my tent. I think he doesn't want us to see him struggling. I wish I could help 
him.

Day 33
We should be able to see the city on the horizon by now, but there's nothing there. We're probably just 

further away than we thought we were. We don't really have anything reliable to tell us where we are. 
We're just pooling our knowledge of the planet to figure it out really. The distress beacon isn't any help with 
figuring it out either, it transmits the co-ordinates as part of the signal, there's no display on there, and we 
have nothing that can receive the signal it's broadcasting. Greyson says it's only ever supposed to be used 
for huge emergencies, letting the Corporations know that something's wrong. It's not there to tell the 
people using it where they are.

Merida and Merrik have been talking a lot to each other lately, and Merida looks extremely worried 
everytime she leaves him to rest. I don't know what they're talking about, and Merida won't tell me. I hope 
everything's ok. I don't know what I'd do without Merida.

Day 37
There is no city. Lucius says that if it was there than we'd see it by now. He knows that, somehow. I don't 

know why he's giving up. From all the stuff that Merrik told me, the grav-trains travel at 200 miles per hour. 
That's why it took them an hour and a half to get to the city. We're people going at around 3 miles per hour, 
over ground that wasn't meant to be walked on, 'dragging an old man behind you', as he said. We can't just 
leave him behind, though.

We just need to keep going until we reach ParaPrime.

Day 41
So, I saw Lucius coming back from behind some rocks today. He glared at me when he noticed me 

looking at him. His eyes looked bloodshot and he kept stumbling like he was really tired or something. I 
know he doesn't want me here, but I hope he's ok. He must be under a lot of pressure right now. Maybe 
he's not sleeping properly. I'll talk to Merida about it and see if she knows anything.

Day 42
Merida said that Lucius isn't feeling well. Merrik's noticed it as well, actually, that's what they've been 

talking about. Plans in case it's contagious. Merrik's been noticing Lucius sneaking off at night when 
everyone else is asleep. Weird, but he probably just doesn't want us to see that he's ill. He is the 'leader', 
after all. He's probably just worried about everyone losing focus on getting to ParaPrime.

We've all agreed to not say anything to Lucius about it but try and help out more so he doesn't have so 
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much to do.

Day 50
Merrik died sometime last night. I went to see him this morning and found him in the back of the wagon. 

He looked peaceful, just laying there. Bare feet, pillow ruffled under the left side of his head. I think he had 
a heart attack and rolled over. He could never sleep like that, it would've been too uncomfortable. I told 
Merida and she told me not to go back, so I just sat around waiting for Greyson to dig a hole. Lucius didn't 
care when he found out. Just turned and walked off. I know he and Merrik didn't get on, because Merrik 
sided with Merida a lot, but still. Someone died and he doesn't show anything. Maybe it's because he's ill? I 
don't know. It seems weird to me, though. Merida said it's because he has a lot on his mind and he doesn't 
want to let it get him down, but she didn't seem convinced.

Day 54
Lucius seems different. He loses his temper and shouts all the time and he can't seem to walk or do 

anything as well as he used to do. It's been two days since I've seen him eat anything. He doesn't even seem 
to be hungry. It's freaking me out. Greyson's been a lot more on edge lately, as well, but he won't tell me 
why. He's started hanging out with me a lot more, so at least I'm not being left alone. Merida and Soria are 
always talking to each other - a lot more than they used to. They won't tell me what they're talking about, 
either. Part of me wants to understand but part of me doesn't. They're adults, they must know what they're 
doing, so it's probably best for me to just stay out of the way. I don't want to get in the way of whatever's 
going on. I just want to find my parents.

Day 64
We've given up on the city. There's only Greyson, Merida, Soria and myself left. Lucius and the others up 

and left yesterday. They said they didn't want to be dragged down by us anymore and wandered off into the 
wasteland. They didn't even take anything with them. They just...left. None of us know where we are 
anymore. ParaPrime can be seen from space, we'd be able to see it by now if it was still there. I just...I hope 
my parents are alive and well, somewhere, somehow.

Day 67
Greyson was saying we should go back to the R&R station, at least we'd have shelter there. We all agreed 

so we're heading back there. I'll update this when we get there and get things sorted.

Day 104
We've made it back to the R&R station. It's quiet here. We've got enough supplies to last us for a while 

and Greyson says we should be able to grow some stuff around here if there's seeds or some vegetables we 
missed or something. I don't know. I just want things to go back to the way they were before all this. None 
of us did anything to deserve this.

Day 106
Sorry for that last entry, it was a bit dramatic. I've decided to make the most of this. My parents are alive, 

I know that. If I can make it, they can make it. They're out there somewhere, and when help comes, we'll be 
together again. Until then, I can't give up. I need to pull my weight around here and help out.

I feel bad that I can't do anything yet, though. Just as I get the motivation to help out, I start getting 
headaches last last for hours at a time. It feels like my head is on fire on the inside when I get them, but 
Merida says there's nothing we can do about it untless we get lucky and find painkillers (which is unlikely 
because they'd have been found by now). Soria and Greyson have spent the past two days digging around 
everywhere looking for stuff. We've got nowhere to go now, so we can search for things more thoroughly. I 
suppose that's one good thing about all this.

Day 114
I feel weak. Merida said I collapsed four days ago and have slept since but I don't remember any of that. 
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There's new people here with us now. I don't know them. I'm so tired.

Day 156
I'm officially 14 today. I want to say that I don't feel any different but that would be a lie. I've been 

dreaming of my parents a lot more lately. I hear them talk to me in my dreams, whispering to me, telling me 
to find them in ParaPrime. I'll leave tomorrow to look for them.

I won't tell Merida. She'll only try and stop me.
Besides, there's nearly twenty of them here now, they'll be fine without me for a while. I'll find my 

parents and bring them back here. Then we can all be together and make things work properly.

Should you walk a few paces outside the secure concrete walls of Hope Springs, the first 
thing you will find is a make-shift graveyard. Rickety wooden crosses, weathered by the 
elements, bear the names of those who lie beneath. There is, standing proud and tall 
amongst the others, one that stands out. Carved from granite by a skilled craftsman, made 
with great love and care. Two words adorn the smooth, polished surface of the proud 
marker:

'HOPE'
'CELINA'
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The Relic Seeker are a 'Special Set' of only for our commiunity members on our Facebook Page.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/shadesofchaosgames/
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Sherlock Hemmingway has a sharp eye for detail, a ruthless attitude towards business, and an interest in 
metal fragments recently uncovered on Paradise. Why? Business school, psychopathic  tendencies, and 
because he doesn't understand them yet. No-one does. Not even you (so stop saying you do!).All anyone 
knows is that they began showing up about four seasons ago in various, highly specific, areas of Paradise.

Most claim them to just be junk, nothing more than shards of metal left over from broken machinery in 
mines and other hollowed out areas of the planet. Others are convinced that the tiny metal parts – no 
larger than a pebble, though generally flatter and smoother in appearance – pre-date mankind's presence 
on Paradise. Sherlock Hemmingway, however, doesn't care for rumour or speculation. He cares for 
knowledge, credits, and possessing more of both than his competitors. He also knows that one man's junk is 
another man's treasure, even if that treasure isn't understood yet.

Knowledge on such a fractured world as Paradise is hard to come by. As a result, a handful of these 
strange metal pieces, each weighing less than a feather and seeming to glow in the right light, is all it takes 
to get Sherlock to part with some pretty serious hardware. Be warned, though: Sherlock doesn't appreciate 
liars, and he won't take kindly to any fakes he finds himself in possession of.

Relic Seeker

As an Action (not a Reaction), the character may spend 1 Action Dice to search his/her current location 
for any Relic Fragments. Roll 1D6 and consult the chart below.

 Roll 1D6  No. Of Relic Fragments

1 No Relic Fragments

 2 to 5 1 Relic Fragment

6 2 Relic Fragments

Should you find any fragments, add it to your 'Storage Sheet'.
Using Relic Seeker is and ACTION, and is liable for REACTIONS.

OK, so you now have Relic Fragments (hopefully!), but what do you do with them? The answer is very 
simple: exchange them for some KICKASS weapons and/or protection! How? That's also very simple.

Once a month, a 'Limited Time Only' post will go up on THE OUTLANDS CHRONICLES COMMUNITY 
Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/groups/shadesofchaosgames/). You'll need  only 2 things to 
purchase the Limited Time piece of equipment: the agreement of your fellow gamers that such equipment 
is allowed in your games, and enough Relic Fragments to trade in.

Each piece of Relic Gear purchased this way cannot be further infused or swapped between different 
characters. Once it has been issued to a character, if belongs to that character only.
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Mission 7: Locks Stock and Smoking Barrels 1st appeared in Patch 1.01. the full rules for Exploding Barrels can 
be found on page 38.

BACKGROUND. The following mission uses the ‘Exploding Barrels’ rules.

Greetings and Salutations Spice Hunter.

It seems someone has set-up an ‘illegal’ Spice Processing Plant a few miles North East of Hope Springs. As you 
already know I encourage forward thinking and applaud  entrepreneurs. However this is having a nasty knock 
on effect to some of my, lets say, other business interests that I simply can not allow to happen. I need you to 
enter the facility and remove any opposition that may cause problems for the new management……me. Of 
course any Spice you find is entirely yours.

Oh and be warned. I have it on good authority that the present owners may have employed some kind of 
protection. 

SETTING.

Mission 7 takes place in a fenced compound in the Badlands. Set the table up with terrain and scenery 
as normal, but do not deploy any Spice Crystal. Both players roll 1D6. Whoever has the highest score 
can choose to be the Attacker or Defender. The Attacker choose which table edge to deploy. Once the 
‘Attacker’ has deployed (3 inches from the chosen table edage), the ‘Defender’ deploys on the opposite 
table edge but 6 inches from the table edge.

The Defender:- Roll 1D3+3 for amount of ‘Exploding Barrels’. Once you have the amount of ‘Barrels’ you 
can deploy them anywhere on the table. The barrels cannot be place within 6 inches of ANY table edge 
or within 3 inches of any other ‘Barrel’. You job is to eliminate the Attacking Spice Hunters. However you 
can pick up an Spice Crystals that have been ‘Dropped’ by the Attacking player or are left unclaimed.

The Attacker:- You job is to Eliminate the Defenders which searching for Spice Crystals…which are 
hidden inside the Barrels. To search a barrel a model must be in base to base contact with the barrel. It 
costs 1 Action or Reaction Dice to search a barrel. When Searching a Barrel roll 1D6 and consult the 
table below. After a barrel has been ‘Searched’ it cannot be searched again. Willpower cannot be used to 
boost a ‘Search’ action. Once a Crystal/s has been found the ‘Searching’ model can pick it up as a ‘Free’ 
Action.

Roll 1D6 Result

1 or 2 The Barrel explodes: Roll of the Exploding Barrel Chart in the special rules.

3 or 4 1 Spice Crystal

5 or 6 2 Spice Crystals. Remember a model can only carry 1 Spice Crystal at a time. 
Place the ‘Extra’ Crystal in base to base contact with the Barrel.

 

Defenders:- If you manage to eliminate the Attackers by the end of Turn 10. Your reward is 2 Spice Crystal for 
every ‘Attacking Model’ killed. Plus an additional 5D6 to your normal ‘LOOTPOOL’.

Attackers:- If you manage to eliminate all the ‘Defending Models’ your reward is an additional 10D6 to your 
normal ‘LOOTPOOL’…plus any Spice Crystals you collect during the game.
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Sherlock flipped the fragment between his fingers and eyed the grubby man opposite him with a mixture 
of interest and disbelief. It was an interesting find, he had to admit, but the acquisition of such an odd piece 
was strange enough to call its authenticity into question.

“Tell me again, how you found it.” he said, turning his attention back to the metal fragment as it danced 
across his fingertips.

“Third time's the charm?” the grubby man asked. “Fine,” he said after a moment, “my mates and me 
were travelling. Heard some news about work in this area so we came to check it out. Took us nearly five 
months to get here. Still had a few days ahead of us before we got to Huntsman's Gallow, stopped off at 
some old shack for shelter so we could rest for the night. We get closer, see there's a couple hundred foot 
drop out the back of the shack. We saw a bunch of shapes down there but couldn't make out much so we 
rested the night and went down there in the morning. Found a shit load of old looking machines – all rusted 
up but they looked like they'd just been left there. No sign of anyone so much as looking at them for a good 
few years.

“So we go exploring around a bit, curiosity and that, and find a huge hole carved out of the rock. Odd, 
but who the shit knows what used to happen here? Twenty years, things've changed a lot.” Sherlock 
nodded as though in agreement, though in truth he was still trying to calculate the worth of the trinket in 
his hand and only half listening to the story. Anything to stall the bastard while he worked out the best way 
to say 'I think it's worth a lot, but I don't want to pay much for it'. “So anyway, we grab our lights and head 
in. Find an enormous cave, full of piles of rock and debris. Different paths lead away from this cave, see, so 
we figured straight away that it was some kinda mine or something. Again, who knows what for? Can't 'ave 
been for research 'cause they wouldn't have moved us all he...” Grubby cleared his throat and swallowed 
when Sherlock impatiently waved his hand as if to say 'I don't care, get to the interesting part'.

“There were a load of tools and that lying around, like I said earlier, and we figured, well, maybe there's 
some spice down here. Unlikely what they was digging for to begin with, but since everything went to shit, 
that stuff's been turning up everywhere. Makes sense it'd be underground as well, right?” Sherlock tipped 
his head slightly in agreement. “So we start digging. And digging, and digging, and bloody digging. Nothing. 
Well, not spice anyway. I saw that we'd been digging up loads of these things though,” he motioned towards 
the fragment and Sherlock had to stop himself from yanking it away. It wasn't his, yet, and he couldn't stop 
it's rightful owner from touching it. Not without spending a considerable amount of time cleaning up, 
anyway, and he was a busy man. “so I mentioned it to the others. Said they might be worth something.

“All they saw was metal scrap, though, so we started separating them out from the rocks and dirt we dug 
through. Scrap's worth something to someone. But I think they're worth more than scrap. See those 
markings?” he pointed to the fragment; it's entire 2 inch surface was covered with markings, some random, 
but some too clear and sharp to have been accidental. “I think they mean something. Have to, right? Just, I 
don't know what. So I brought 'em to you. Figured maybe you'd seen something like them before, knew 
how much they're really worth?” Grubby rubbed his hands together. His gloves did little to keep out the 
cold, and Sherlock seemed to have no interest in offering a warm drink; something he could not afford for 
himself.

The two sat in the back room of a tavern, somewhere that Sherlock frequently occupied for business 
deals such as this. Away from prying eyes and unwanted attention. A small wooden table sat between the 
two men, with each man occupying a creaky old wooden chair on opposite sides. Chained to the table leg 
nearest Sherlock's right leg was a bag, it's contents unknown to Grubby, but it made familiar enough sounds 
when nudged that he could guess at it's contents.

Sherlock flipped the metal fragment over and eyed it carefully.
“I've never seen anything like it before, and I can't say there'd be much demand for unknown chips of 

metal.” he said and watched with internal glee as Grubby audibly sighed and lowered his head. “However,” 
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Grubby's head snapped up. “I do know someone who's looking for scrap metal, and if there's as much as 
you say there is down there, he may be willing to pay a bit more for it. For your efforts in recovering it, that 
is.” Grubby smiled and thought for a moment.

“Is there...I hate to seem greedy, I just want to say that, but it was ME who decided to come here and 
find out about this. Could we keep it just between us? The extra credits for recovering it, I mean. I don't 
want those ignorant bastards to get more than they should when they didn't even want to do anything with 
it in the first place.”

Sherlock laughed, really laughed. As much as he just wanted Grubby gone, he had to admire the man's 
way of thinking.

“I'm sure that could be arranged. Though it would take some time.” Sherlock reached down and grabbed 
the bag from by his feet. He removed the clasp that held it chained to the table and threw it across to 
Grubby, who caught it, took one look inside and smiled widely. “A down payment, if you will, for your 
services in mining these fragments. I'll be in touch with more details in the next few days.”

Grubby smiled to himself as he entered the shack he shared with his fellow miners. He would keep this 
payment for himself, tell the others that he'd arranged a deal with someone but they wanted their first 
delivery before paying out. It seemed reasonable and made sense to him. He walked over to his bunk and 
crouched down next to it; a sharp tug of a loose floorboard revealed his hiding space. The others had no 
idea it was there, he knew that. He discovered it one day by accident when he dropped his knife between 
that board and the next – the ensuing struggle to retrieve it pulled up the board and he had since cleared it 
of debris and kept a few personal items in there. Nothing important, but he didn't want to risk them being 
found should someone ransack the place.

A floorboard creaked behind Grubby as he placed the bag in the hole. Shit! He thought to himself and 
quickly slipped the loose floorboard back over the whole and spun around.

“Douggy, hi. Thought you'd be down with the others.” Grubby said, almost tripping over his words. He 
laughed nervously when Douggy stepped closer to him.

“What are you doing back there?” Douggy asked and Grubby's head spun around behind him for a 
moment before looking back at Douggy.

“N-nothing, I was just looking around for my...” The other five miners appeared behind Douggy. They 
knew. How did they know? What did they know? That he'd made a deal? That he had cut them out? No. 
Don't be stupid, they weren't there and you're the only one who knows what happened with Sherlock. They 
don't know anything. “Look, I know I was late out today, and I'm sorry for...”

“What's in the bag?” Douggy asked. Grubby gave him a confused look and mopped the sweat from his 
brow. “I saw you put something under the floorboard back there. A bag. What was in it?”

“Oh that? Nothing. It's just some...uh...”
“Credits. You're hiding something. Where did you go earlier? We know you weren't up here, so don't 

bother with that shit.” Douggy said. He had no emotion in his voice. He wasn't angry or sad or disappointed, 
he was just stating facts. Grubby muttered a few words to himself before locking eyes with Douggy.

“I went so see Sherlock.” he said finally. The other miners tensed up. Grubby could feel their anger now, 
it was like a wave washing over him, dragging him below the surface. “I took one of those metal things with 
me, he looked at it and said he knows someone who could use them. I sorted us out a deal with him so as 
long as we supply, he'll pay us more than it's worth just to get it. In a few months, we'll have more  credits 
than we know what to do with!”

“Hold him.” Douggy said and the other miners advanced on Grubby, who backed up and fell over his 
bunk. Taking their chance, the miners dashed forward and grabbed Grubby by the arms and legs, holding 
them down and keeping him in place while Douggy approached. “We're not fighters, you know that. What 
are we going to do when word gets out that we're sat on top of a fucking credit mine?”

“Look, there's credits in the bag, we can use them to hire protection!” Grubby blurted out without 
thinking.

“So you broadcast the fact that we have a steady source of credits coming our way and then you take the 
first payment for yourself? Sell us out and for what? Just one bag? After everything we...” Douggy sighed 
and closed his eyes for a moment. “I just...we've done so much to help you out since you joined us, Grub, 
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and all you ever do is screw us over and think of yourself. We can't afford it any-more, not now, not after 
this.” Douggy removed a small knife from his belt and dropped down on top of Grubby's chest. It took a 
moment for the knife to open Grubby's throat and the six men moved away from his body.

“Grab the bag. We'll use the credits for protection and then...fuck knows.”

This story is linked to Mission 9 'Can You Dig It' found on page 52.
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In mission 9, one player is the Attacker (working for Sherlock) and the other player is the Defender 
working for the Miners. Both players roll 1D6. Whoever rolls the highest can choose to be the 
Attacker or Defender. The Defender will scatter the 5 sercet 'stash', after which the defender can 
deploy Terrain and scenery.
Scattering the 'Stash':- You will need 5 'Stash' counters/tokens, 25mm base will be suitable. Measure 
out 'Point A' as indicated on the picture below. Scatter each of the 5 'Stash' 2D6 inches from 'Point A' 
separately. Once all 5 'Stash' have been deployed, the Defender can lay out the terrain and scenery. 
No piece of scenery can be placed 'on' the Stash token.

The Defender player can deploy upto 6” from his/her table edge. The Attacking player can deploy 3” 
from his/her table edge. The Defender player takes the 1st Game Turn. 

Objectives:- The Attacker player must find the 
hidden stash of Relic Fragment. The Relic 
Fragments are at 1 of the 5 'Stash' counters. 
The Attacking player must have a model in 
base-to-base contact with a 'Stash' counter. To 
search a 'Stach' the Attacking Player must 
spend 1 Action Dice or Reaction Dice and make 
a 'Search' roll 1D6. If the result of the 'Search' 
roll is an unmodifiered 6 then the model has 
found the Relic Fragments. Only 1 'Stash' will 
contain the Relic Fragments. Once the 'Relics' 
have been found, the Attacking player must 
leave the gameboard via any table edge. The 
Defender must stop the 'Attacking Player' from 
finding and capturing the Relic Fragments. 

Game Length:- 10 Game Turns
Attacker:- Sherlock will reward you 8D6 Loot Dice and 2 Spice Crystals for capturing the 'Relic 
Fragments'.
Defender:- The Miners will reward you 10D6 Loot Dice if you stop the Attackers making if of the 
gameboard with the 'Relic Fragments'. LOOT DICE:- Any wounds caused by your 'Team' will generated 
'Loot Dice' as normal.

If you are wondering what happened to Mission 8...well it is an 
exclusive Mission found on our Facebook page. 
www.shadesofchaosgames.co.uk
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Once every full lunar cycle the twin suns Alida and Delphinia set at the same time, 
plunging the Western Territory of Paradise into near complete darkness. To some 
inhabitants of Hope Springs, this is a sign that the days will become shorter and nights 
longer as the Lunar cycle draws to an end. For many, it spells a night of terror and fear. 
People gather into groups and lock themselves away from the impending darkness. Each 
old timer has a story to tell of the night they got caught outside, while the younger 
members of the community listen intently, sharing drinks, candy, and laughs. 

Every now and then, the hushed whispering of the storytellers is broken by strange, 
unnatural sounds emanating from outside. Out the corner of a child's eye a blurry 
shadow passes a window, forcing the woman-folk to pull down the internal blinds to ease 
the looks of terror on the youngest face. Sometimes, it's not the wild imagination of 
children that can cause fear or the rumblings of an old man or the distant howling of the 
Dirt Mutts out in the Badlands. Sometimes...it's the silence. The sound of one's own 
heartbeat, reverberating around inside your head. The almost unending feeling that 
something is gonna happened at any minute...and then  wishing for that 'thing' to appear 
so the feeling comes to an end.

Whatever happens on 'The Night Of The Long Shadows', one thing everyone agrees 
on....'Don't Go Out Alone'.

Unless you are a Spice Hunter, because those fuckers ain't scared of no ghost.
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For Mission 10 you will need a handful of suitable counter/tokens to represent 'Fear'. 
Game Setup:- Set the gameboard as normal. The setting can be Township, Shanty Town or Badlands. The 
Mission is over at the end of Game Turn 10.
Spice Deployment:- The amount of spice crystals are 1D6+4. The spice is shattered 2d6 from the centre 
spot.
Special Rules:- The Long Shadow:- At the end of each game turn. Any player model/character that is Not 
within 6 inches of a friendly model and/or Does Not have not Line Of Sight to a FRIENDLY model must 
roll on the Trick Or Treat table below.

Roll 1D6 Trick Or Treat: Effect

6 Nonsense:- No effect. Remove 1 'Fear' counter from the model.

2 to 5 Getting Scary:- Add 1 'Fear' counter to the model.

1

Disappeared:- Remove the model from the gameboard. If the model was carrying a 'Spice 
Crystal' then scatter the spice 1D6 from the centre spot (and it can be placed with 3 inches of 
another spice crystal). A 'Disappeared' model is considered Out Of Action or Killed...and will 
roll on the injury table in the End Phase.

FEAR:- A model suffering from 'Fear' will suffer a number of different effect depending on the number of 
'Fear' Counters apply.

Fear Counter Effect

1 When next activated the model's Action Dice generation target (normal 3+) is increased 
by +1. The model cannot generate Willpower tokens.

2 As above, plus:- Movement is reduced by 2 Inches and cannot perform Heroic/Special 
Actions and Passive Abilities cannot be used. Cannot React.

3 As Above, plus:- The model cannot be activated until its Fear counter are 2 or less. See 
'Pull Yourself To Pieces.....Together'.

4 The model is removed and counted as Disappeared. If the model is carrying a 'Spice 
Crystal' then the crystal is dropped at the location the model Disappeared.

PULL YOURSELF TO PIECES...TOGETHER:- A friendly model can allocate 1 of its own Action Dice to any 
One Friendly model within 6 inches. Immediately roll the 'Allocated Action Dice'. If the result is 4+ 
then remove 1 FEAR counter from the model. If the result is 2 or 3 then DO NOT remove a 'FEAR' 
counter. If the result is 1 then the FEAR Spreads, add 1 FEAR Counter to the model that 
'Allocated/Gave the Action Dice'. PULL YOURSELF TO PIECES...TOGETHER can be used once per Model 
Activation. The Leader model can use it on itself, however if the result is 1 the Leader model will gain 
the extra 'Fear' counter/token.
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Razor-storms used to be an infrequent phenomena. The Eternal Storm which ravages the Northern 
border of the Western Provinces births these behemoths of metal and rage. Shards of rock and metal flying 
around at hundreds of miles per hour, shredding anything and everything in their path. In recent years, 
though, the frequency of these razor-storms have picked up significantly. Without the right equipment, it's 
impossible for anyone to properly research the razor-storms, or venture into the Eternal Storm to locate a 
possible source.

They were generally ignored to begin with. After the first, which destroyed several townships, a large 
number of communities banded together and began roaming the Wasteland. After the second razor-storm, 
a number of years after the first, wiped out nearly half of those nomads, the roaming band split into a 
number of smaller groups and formed established routes to trade between them and the townships near 
them. They quickly became known all over the Western Provinces as valuable sources of information and 
trade.

After a few years, they began to bring warnings of more and more razor-storms. They were rapidly 
becoming more of an issue for the nomads, cutting off supply routes and trade routes for days at a time. For 
a few months now, though, something has been left behind that has not been destruction. Great spheres, 
seven foot around, began appearing in the wake of the razor-storms. At first they were avoided at all costs. 
A nomad group chose to camp near the mouth of a great cave network that ran right through a mountain. If  
they were to travel around it, it would take them weeks. Better to wait a few days to see if the path cleared. 
To their surprise, the spheres were gone the next day.

Perplexed, they continued their journey with cautious optimism. In time, they began tracking the razor-
storms and followed their path, straying only slightly from their trade routes to avoid any costly delays, of 
course. They observed the spheres left behind and grew to understand that they only lasted a number of 
hours. Anywhere between four and thirty hours, depending on the severity of the storm that produced 
them.

Many months passed before anyone ventured close to a sphere, and many weeks more still before 
anyone touched one. It was an accident, in truth. A young boy had strayed from the camp as night fell and 
became lost on his way back. In his panic, he ran. He had no time to register the sphere hiding around a 
rock as he ran in search of the campsite. A brief moment later, he was running as fast as he could straight 
towards the camp, eyes closed in fear. He stumbled on a rock and fell into the arms of a trader who had 
been walking around the perimeter of the camp.

Stunned disbelief silenced them both. The camp came alive with bodies and voices as the boy was led 
back to his family. They stopped at the next township and had him looked over by a doctor there. Nothing 
was wrong with him as far as they could tell. The nomads did not go into specifics with anyone other than 
the doctor and they left the next day, barely stopping to trade. They were intrigued by the spheres and 
wanted to know more. Knowledge was always worth something to someone, after all.

A few weeks passed before they found another storm and they set up camp as soon as it passed. 
Watching, waiting. The spheres appeared within an hour of the storm passing. Then the experiment began. 
Rope was tied around a volunteer and he stepped forward into the giant swirling mass of purple-blue 
energy. A moment later, yelling was heard from a few hundred yards away, near another sphere. The same 
volunteer was stood there, waving his arms and shouting as loud as he could, rope tied around his waist. He 
pulled on the rope and those holding it at the sphere near the camp felt it pull.

The portals, it seemed, bent space to allow for travel. It was too early to tell exactly how it worked, but 
there was plenty of time for that.
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Following the most devastating Razor-storm the Hope Springs township had experienced in recent 
years, strange glowing spheres of blue and purple translucent light have appeared.  If you were brave 
enough to stare into the sphere and see beyond the whirling steams and flashes of bright light, you 
might be able to see a place unfamiliar....a place that shouldn't be there. These 'Portals' are not that 
uncommon following the aftermath of a Razor-storm. Ever since the 'Fall Of Paradise' some 2 decades 
earlier, reports of strange, sometimes wonderful, but mostly deadly, phenomenons are submitted 
daily. Most travellers steer well clear of such events. But not our 'Spice Hunters'...oh no. They know 
that a good system of 'connected' portals earns them a great opportunity...to rob a rival gang.

To play this mission you will need the 'extra' following components, as well as the normal OUTLANDS 
playing equipment.
6 Portal Base (25mm Square or Circular miniature base). Number each base 1 to 6.
6 Spice Crystal Tokens per player. Do NOT deploy the Spice Crystals as normal, but add them to your 
Loot Pool at the start of the game.

Set-Up:- You can choose any environment you wish. DO NOT deploy Spice Crystal as normal. Once 
you have set up the scenery and terrain features you must deploy the 'Portals' following the diagram 
below.
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Mission Objectives:- Light-fingered. The purpose of the game is to rob your opponent of Spice 
Crystals. Of course, they will be trying to do the same to you. To rob your opponent, every time one of 
your 'Spice Hunters' make contact with your opponents table edge in their deployment zone, that 
model will grab 1 of the Spice Crystal Tokens . To Capture a 'Stolen' Spice Crystal the model carrying 
the Spice Crystal must make it off 'your' table edge deployment zone. Once this is done add the Spice 
Crystal to your Loot Pool.

Death of a Thief:- If a model carrying a Spice Crystal is 'Out Of Action/Killed' then that model will drop 
the crystal. The Spice Crystal can be picked up again by a friendly team mate. However, if a hostile 
model (the original owners) collect the Spice Crystal, then the Crystal is removed from the playing 
surface as it has been returned to its rightful owners.

PORTALS:- A model that moves (for any reason) into contact with a Portal Base must roll 1D6. If the 
dice result is the same as the Portal Number on the portal base that model is touching then the 
model is placed on the table edge of its own Deployment. Otherwise, place the model within 1” (but 
not touching) of the portal base that correspond with the dice result. A model's 'Action' ends 
whenever it 'teleports' via a Portal.

Game Ends When...:- At the end of Game Turn 10, or when 1 team has been 'killed'. If you have 
models carrying Spice Crystals at the end of the game, then you can add those crystals to your Loot 
Pool.

LOOT & REWARDS:- Wounds generate 1d6 as normal plus any Spice Crystal you have in your 'Loot 
Pool'.

Tip:- Don't go rushing to 'rob' your opponent. They will be trying to steal your Spice Crystal also. It 
might be worth keeping a model back to defend your stash.
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For example:- Model 'A' spends 1 Action Dice to move into contact with Portal 2. The 
player rolls 1D6 and score a 5. The player moves the model 'A' to within 1” (but not 
touching) Portal Base 5. This ends model 'A' action. Model 'A' would need to spend 
another Action/Reaction Dice to make any follow on actions after 'teleporting' via a 
portal.
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Bergen stared at the screen before him. Behind him, in the dim glow of the computer's display laid his 
wife and seven year old daughter. He had met Martha ten years ago when he first came to Paradise. She 
had been an informant of sorts for the Triad in New Bangkok at the time and was told to offer him work as a 
test. He was a newcomer to New Bangkok, an unknown; but maybe a useful one. Short, yes, but he looked 
more than capable of looking after himself in a fight. Bright green Mohawk, tattoos covering his face, neck 
and arms, enough scars to show he'd seen his fair share of fighting. Four foot five or not, the man knew how 
to survive.

The two had fallen in love shortly after meeting and their affair soon blossomed into a deeply 
affectionate, public, relationship. There were concerns, of course, that there'd be some kind of retribution 
for the two becoming a couple. There was none, however; in fact it was generally ignored. What did it 
matter if an informant and an enforcer dated? It made no difference to the general business, it put nothing 
at risk, and so it was allowed to continue. A year after they began dating, Bergen and Martha got married.

It was a celebrated event – one of the first marriages on Paradise since the Cataclysm. Bergen and 
Martha became somewhat famous, if only around New Bangkok. Martha became pregnant after another 
year passed, and nine months later they had a daughter – Rosie. The three of them lived a very comfortable 
life together. Bergen had made a name for himself as a Triad enforcer and he was paid handsomely for each 
job he carried out, even if he only helped get information. It was all going well for him.

Until he went home one day. He took a seat, powered on his terminal, and froze. Time stopped for him. 
A thousand different voices screamed at him to get out. Grab Martha, grab Rosie, get out. That was it. 
Simple. Yet, Bergen was unable to move. He remained frozen in his chair. He knew what he would see if he 
turned around. He wanted to look at his wife and daughter. He so desperately wanted to see them. He 
couldn't bring himself to do it.

Those four words had shattered Bergen's mind. He was no longer alone in his head. No thought was his 
own, they belonged to others. Dozens of them. Hundreds, maybe. Two stood out. Two spoke from his heart 
rather than his head. Those four words had led to this, and there was nothing Bergen could do about it.

YOUR COVER IS BLOWN.

With nothing left to live for, the voices had an easy time convincing Bergen to avenge his family. He left 
his apartment without ever looking at them. He just couldn't bring himself to do it. To look would be to 
accept it as reality, and Bergen could never accept it as reality. He could never take on the entire Triad by 
himself, though. Even with his mind shattered, Bergen knew that. He sought the services of a bio-engineer. 
He had enough money stashed away to pay for as many augments as he wanted. There was only one he 
wanted, though.

Assault rifles were generally too big for Bergen to hold two at once. A bio-engineer could help him with 
that. To get twice as much fire-power in the same amount of hands meant that he needed something done. 
A modified assault rifle was easy enough. Bergen could pay someone to work around the implants he 
planned to get. Bionic hands, detachable, maybe, he hadn't decided yet. Detachable meant he could mount 
a weapon instead of his hand. Good idea. He decided he would get detachable hands.

The bio-engineer he went to was more than happy to take on Bergen's request.
“Gun arm? Easy!” the 'surgeon' exclaimed after Bergen described what he wanted.
“Just a hand, actu...” The surgeon's fist silenced Bergen in one punch.

A few hours later, Bergen awoke to find himself in a chair. His head buzzed, one billion flies whizzing 
around clouding his thoughts; and the voices which had forced themselves into Bergen's broken head. He 
groggily looked around and saw a variety of saws, hammers and various other medical, and some very non-
medical, equipment. He felt...different. Something about him was wrong. Changed. In a bad way. A very bad 
way.
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Bergen looked down at his right arm. It was gone. Nothing there. Well, not nothing. Staring back at him, 
carved into the smooth metal of an assault rifle barrel was the word 'Martha'.

could make out 'Rosie' carved into the barrel of the rifle. Bergen felt tears in his eyes. They threatened to 
spill out. Amidst the chaos, Bergen searched the few remaining rational thoughts he had left. He had a 
purpose now. The voices called to him, screaming their purpose. Through them all, two forced their way to 
the forefront of his broken mind and Bergen froze, tears rolling down his face and a smile on his lips. He 
listened as the voices fought with the others.

HUNT THEM DOWN
KILL THEM ALL
I love you...
MAKE THEM PAY
MAKE THEM SUFFER
Daddy, I'm scared
STOP AT NOTHING!
“I love you, too,” Bergen whispered, “I'll always keep you safe.”
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20.07:- Commitment. In the last Game Turn the Active Player must attempt to activate and generate 
Action Dice for all models in his/her ‘crew’ that are able to do so. The Active player can after 
generating Action Dice choose not to spend them. Design Note:- Recently in a few game the active 
player has forfeited his/her turn in the last game turn, which ends the battle/mission. This leaves the 
Reactive player at a disadvantage to capture any Spice Crystals/Objectives. It’s a very good tactical 

move by the Active player…but doesn’t really fit into the spirit of the game. Remember the 1st rule of 
OUTLANDS!!!!

22.10:- The Underdog. OUTLANDS is a campaign driven game designed to be played between 2 or more 
people. This is fine if all players can commit to playing the game at the agreed time and date. However 
real life has a way of screwing up your game time, and more often than not 1 or more players will have 
to postpone or even miss a campaign game. This can lead to a big disadvantage to the player lacking 
behind in the campaign. To address this problem and to ease the UNDERDOG player, the Team Rating 
can be used.

Team Rating:- Once both players have deployed their teams. Add the 'LEVELS' up for each member in 
your team. This is your Team Rating. Subtract the lowest Team Rating from the Higher Team Rating. The 
Result is the 'TRB (Team Rating Balance)', make a note of this result. Place a 'number' of D6 to one side 
equal to the TRB. When the Player with the highest Team Rating is the Active Player and generates a 
'Potential' Reaction Dice, the Reactive Player can automatically add one of the dice set aside (the TRB 
Dice) instead of rolling a 3+ Reaction Dice Generation. The TRB can never exceed 15. 

The Underdog Player must, if possible deploy a full 5 model ‘Spice Hunter’ crew. 

The Team Rating does not apply if both players have played the same amount of campaign games…
but 1 team is a model/s less due to an ‘Injury’.
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